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Columbia lvfedalist
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"T ELL T HE TRU'l'H AND DON'T BE AFRAID"

CHARLEST ON, ILLINOIS, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

Large Turnouts
Make Possible
Extra Number

Plans Treat

New Debaters
Look Forward
To Skirmish

Seymour Secures Noted Harpist as Special Entertainment
Course Program for Return ing Vacationers

FREE ADMISSION
As a result of the response with
which previous numbers on the Entertainment Course have been met,
Mr. Glenn H. Seymour, chairman,
announced yesterday t.hat he had
secured Otto Baganz of Fond. Du
Lac, Wis., one of the leading harpists in the United States, ro present
a special concert for which no admission will be charged Monda.y
night, January 2, in the old auditorium. It will begin at 8 o'clock.
Acclaim Harpist
Mr. Baganz is widely acclaimed as
a talented and skilled musician, who
through years of application has acquired a brilliant technique on an
instrument which is h:no·.vn to be
one of the most difficult to master.
He began playing the harp at the
age of nine years. He is a pup 11 of
Enrico Tramonti, who is recognized
to have been the world's greatest
h arpist, and of Edmund Schuecker,
the great chorale harpist. For seven seasons he studied under and
worked with Joseph Vito of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. He now
specializes in chur..:h music and dur;,,a the past three years ha::: given
some 700 concerts in seventeen
sates.
Of great interest is the unusual
instrument which Mr. Baganz owns
and plays. It is claimed to be the
last word in the harp maker's art,
both as to construction and tone,
and has been termed "the Stradivarius of Harps." It was i::1roduced especially for exhibition at the Century
of Progress Exposition in Chicago
and was there shown as "the fin est harp ever built." It is worthy
Of note also that this particular inument was played for the first
e in public by Mr. Baganz in a
phony concert toward the close
the World's Fair.
Son, Daughter Assist
Assisting the harpist in his conrts are his daughter Norma with
e Vibraharp and his son Reuben
ith the Cathedral Marimba. This
nsemble has bene pronounced an
,excellent combination, splendidly
apted to Mr. Maganz's programs
In which he features chorales, hymns
and religious music.
---EISTC---

U. of I. 'Requests
E aster n Nominee
Dean Rr. D. Carmichael, of the
niversity of Illinois, notified President Robert G. Buzzard this week
at the Eastern faculty may nomate a member of the present senior class or a graduate of not more
an three years' standing engaged
In educational work to a scholarship
the graduate school for the year
1939-40.
Similar to the scholarship aw::i,rded Leallyn Clapp last year, this one
carries a stipend of $300, with freedom from fees of all kinds for graduate work proper, except the matriculation and graduation fees of
10 each.
Nomination will be made by the
faculty on the basis of character,
personality, and promise of intellectual development, as well as on
scholarship expressed in grades. A
physician's certificate of good health
must also accompany the student's
application papers.
- - -1
l;ISTC---

MacGregors Visit Here
Mr. Jay B. MacGregor, formerly
of Eastern's Education department,
and family spent the week-end as
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Guinagh.

N. PA All-American
1933-36-37

!CPA Best Newspaper
1931-32-33-31-.3.5-36-37-38
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Brings Carolers

Ross Coaches Speakers Differently This Year; Spends
Time with Rookies

Eastern Choirs
Collaborate in
Candle Service
Mr. Irving Wolfe Directs E ntire Group in Religious
Christmas Production T his
Afternoon·, Tonight

MEET AT NORMAL

SCENE IN CHURCH

Fifteen inexperienced debaters
Miss Ethel Hanson, Training
have been working for two montlli;
Carolers from the '.Training school,
school music teacher, who will dion the subject "Resolved ; That the
rect her young carolers again this under the direction of Miss Ethel
federal government should cease
year in the opening of the impres- Hanson, will join the Eastern Colspending public funds in or der t o sive cathedral scene. They have lege choir, directed hy Mr. I.rv!ng
stimulate business," preparing for
the seventh invitational debate tour- been practicing for several weeks. Wolfe, in presenting the ammal
Christmas Candle Light service this
nament at Normal, J anuary 13 and
Wednesday
afternoon, December 21,
Mr. Glenn H. Seymour
14.
0
8
at 3 o'clock and again this everung
Make Few Changes
Plans for the tournament will be
at 7:30 o'clock. Both performauces
wm b€ held in the college auditorsimilar to those used the last two
ium.
years. There will be no decisions
but critic judges will b€ allowed a
Students Read criptures
short time at the end of each de- Flyers May Continue OutScriptures will be : :ead by Betty
bate to give constructive crmcism
side College
Rice and Glenn Sunderman, senior students, in alterna.t.ing fashion.
Senior Girl Competes in State to each debater, according t o Mr.
J. Glenn Ross, who coaches deThis will be followed by the singing
Contest at Naper ville
bate.
Members of the proposed flying of familiar carols by the chiJ.dren
E t
.
club were surprised to receive a note from the training school.
,
Florence Duncan 39 ,
as ern s
Many newspaper editorials and
·
th
St
te
p
o
t
•
from
the Committee on Student OrSongs to be sung by the choir may
ent ran t m
e a
eace ra or- magazine articles are being writical contest held at North Central ten on the "pump-priming" ques- ganizations telling them that the be classified into four groups. First,
college, Naperville, Ill., last Mon- tion, constantly. It is a subject fre- club's charter would not be accept- there will be songs rho.sen from
day, December 12, was beaten out quently heard on the street corners, ed by the school, and that the club church music of the fifteenth and
of th~ privilege of pa:ticipating in in class rooms, and among students must carry on its activities outside sixteenth centuries in praise and
the fmals t~at evemi:g..by three in rooming houses. With an election the school. However, despite the admiration of the Lord Jesus; then,
contestants m .her d1v1s1on who I drawing nearer, debaters and debate setback, they still plan to form the songs representing the shep~~rd
went oi: to WI~ the first three coaches have little fear of the sub- club independent of school sponsor- scene and others of the n at1v1ty
places m the fmal contest.
J'ect's getting t 1 d .
th d
ship, buy a landing field, a ship, and scene; and last. a group of son.gs
. · ·
·
·
e e- possibly even construct a hangar on composed 0 f Chris t ma.:; carols 0 f rt 1f Tw 0 d ivisions
0 f th e mne
en t nes
bate season. s a e urmg
the field.
ferent peoples, among whom are the
were made for the preliminaries in
the afternoon, the first three of
Schedule Not, Definite
.
Dean of Men, Hobart F. Heller. Polish, Lat~ and Norwegian.
each division competing in the
Although Eastern s debaters will h .
f th C
'tt
Light Candle
Lighting of the candles, with th~
final bout that night. Miss Dun- engage in several debates with other c airman o . e. om~1 ee on. S~can was in the division containing coll~ge te~ms, both men and worn- dent Org~ruz~tions, m explammg auditorium darkened, will open the
five contestants. The other di- en, mcludmg at least two other tour- the committees stand on the ques- service The artificial liO'ht from
vision had only four members. ~aments, o~e-the sta~e _tournament tion, said: "~t the regular meeting the m~ny candles will aid "'in creatSince the three orators who won m the spring, no defm1te schedule of the co~m1ttee on Tu~ay, De- , ing the beautiful and spiritual atover Miss Duncan in the prelim- has been announced.
c~mber thirteen, the committee ~e- 1 mosphere of the Christmas themeinary bout, also, won over the
E1sT
c1ded that the club was not adv1s- I a light similar to the kind used durthree winners of the other di- Senior s May Now
able as a student organization ~p~n- ing the Christ's time, which will be
. .
th
sored by .the college. The opm1.on glorified by songs of praise throughVIS1on,
ere
is
no
way
of
ranking
Order
C
lass
Ri·n
gs
those below third place.
'!" as th at 1t. sh 0 uld no t be an act iv- out the program. The choir will be
ity f~r. ~hich the college took re- grouped on both sides of the stage,
Miss Duncan based her oration
on the philosophy that it is not
Standard class ring for the sponsibillty as a sponsor. The rea- as in a cathedral with an altar
man's innate nature to fight; and college which was selected by a com- sons are: that even if the chance of table and a cross' on the back of
by the process of educating peo- mittee chosen for the purpose last an accident is only one in one the stage
·
thousand, the notoriety that would
ple to that fact, eventually the yea.r may be ordered now. Any of result in the case of an accident
---ir:•• T
tendency for nations
to
war three different qualities of ring may might embarrass the college admin- Music Educators
aga1'nst each other wou Id be el 1' - be ordered. There is an 18-carat istration; that in the college faculiy
minated.
gold ring priced at $8.50 for men and there is no person with sufficient
ear amous r10
$8 for women; a 10-carat gold
- - -IE I S T C - - mounted sterling silver ring at $6 knowledge of aviation to serve as
Teachers of twelve surrounding
for both men and women; and a sponsor; that the flying club which schools met for the December sesStudents Prep.are
proposed was part of a private sion of the Music Educator's club,
For
Le a ve sterling silver ring at $4.50 for both was
commercial venture, and as such under the sponsorship of Mr. Irvmen and women, according to Bill
Owen, senior president.
~as in contradiction to a general ing Wolfe, head of the Music deAfter a gala whirl of Yuletide celpartment, here Sunday afternoon,
The design on the rings, whicl1
ebration fetes, nearly 1000 Eastern
(Continued on Page Ten)
December
11.
was
submitted
by
the
Herff-Jones
students prepared today to leave for
---EISTC--During
the luncheon meeting
company,
is
a
front
view
of
the
main
a 10-day Christmas vacation, which
they
held at 1 o'clock at the
which
Many
Att~nd
building.
The
name
of
the
school
will pave the way to a "Merry
home
of
Mrs.
Noble Rains, they
Christmas" and a "Happy New is around the building in gold print
Messiah
Concert
made
plans
for
the remaining meeton a blue blackground. The stuYear!"
ings
of
the
year.
They then attendLaunching the holiday season cel- dent's name and year of graduation
will
be
engraved
on
the
inside
of
All
college
choral
groups,
several
ed
the
Trio
Recital
presented by
ebrations was the Women's League
the ring.
townspeople, faculty members. and MacMurray college in the old auditea held Wednesday, December 14;
Orders will go out monthly, but guest singers combined to present torium.
followed by the annual faculty
---EISTC--students
desiring rings are advised 1 Handel's "Messiah" in the auditorChristmas party on Saturday, Deto
place
their
orders
immP-diately
ium
of
the
new
Health
Education
Zoology Seminar H ears
cember 17, at Pemberton Hall; the
Varsity Formal, December 20; and with Mr. Henry Arnold, text-book building Sunday afternoon, DecemAbout Various Topics
the Phi Sigma. Epsilon party De- library head. He has samples of the b€r 18. An audience of 1,800 heard
design on hand. Payment is made the performance.
"Sleeping sickness, i::>0th in horses
cember 21.
For the various solo parts, the fol- and people;" "the bones of animals
Last year's 16-day Christmas va- upon ordering.
---ir:1nc
lowing guest artists had been en- used as medicines;" "a plague carcation was shortened this year to 10
gaged: Mrs. Frances E. Zeigel, Char- ried by fleas;" and "tuberculosis
days to make possible an Easter PTA Invites Beu to
Give Radio Address leston, soprano; Doris Crowe Foote, and the Eskimo" were topic...:; disvacation of one week.
contralto, U. of I.; Edwin Platte, cussed at a meeting of the Zoology
Classes will be resumed on Monday, January 2, 1939.
Dean Frank A. Beu, has been tenor, U. of I.; and V/endell Mar- seminar Wednesday night, Decemrequested by the Illinois Congress grave, bass, Carbondale. Mrs. Irv- ber 14, in the Zoology laboratory.
Refreshments were served to the
of Parents and Teachers to broad- ing Wolfe was pianist.
Faculty, Wives Attend
---EISTC--following
people: Mary Liffick, Mercast
over
WJJD
December
30,
at
Buzzards' Xmas Party
lene Barger, Margaret Ruth Baker,
9 a. m. Dean Beu will speak on Eastern Division Delegates
Gather at Pemberton Hall Ruth Hoffman, Arlin Rennels, EdPresident and Mrs. Robert G. the topic, "Guidance Concerning
ward Rennels, Mr. Harold M. CavBuzzard entertained more than 120 the Behavior and Emotional Control
Members of the Board of Con- ins, Mr. a. S. Spooner and Mr. Walfaculty members and their wives at of Children."
---ICI ST<"--trol, th e Executive committee, the ter M. Scruggs.
a Christmas sing Monday night, De- - -ll C I S T C - - Resolution committee, the Legislacember 19. Mr. Irving Wolfe, head
Scientists Convene Dec. 27
tives committee, and the two d ele- Teachers Go to Springfield
of the Music department led the
Mr. E. L . .Stover and Mr. H. F. g'a tes from each of the ten counties
singing, accompanied by Mr. WenMr. E. H. Taylor, of the Ma.thedell Otey and Mr. Robert A. Warner Thut, both of the Botany depart- in the Eastern Division of the Illiment, and Richard Popham and nois State Teachers association matics department, and Mr. Harry
playing violins.
Two groups of carolers, one com- Donald Davis, alumni, will attend met at P emberton Hall, at 6:30 p. L. Metter, director of the Placement
posed of the college choir and the the a.nnual meeting of the Ameri- m. Thursday evening, December Bureau, will attend the meeting of
other from Pemberton Hall, seren- can Association for the Advance- 15, for dinner and a discussion the Illinois Education A ociatlon in
ade the party, and received candy ment of Science in Richmond, Va., concerning the work of the Eastern Springfield beginning Wednesday,
December 27 to 31.
Division for the year 1938-39.
from President Buzzard.
December 28.

Gr up Den i e
Aviation Club

Duncan Loses in
Oratory Contest

I

I

I

H

10-Day

---EIBTC--~

F
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Attendance at Faculty Party E.
Ta xes Pem Hall Facilities
One Hundred Eighty Candle
Decorate Eighteen Tables;
Chil<lren Lirrht Them
One hundred fifty-nine faculty
and guests were present at the largest faculty Christmas dinner ever
to be held at Eastern last Saturday
evening, December 17, at Pemberton
Hall. Because of the large number
attending, the Hall's dining i·oom
was taxed to capacity. Tables, chairs
and service had to be brought in by
the faculty, library, anct home management house.
Candelabra Centerpieces
Center pieces on the fourteen tables were candelabra with twelve
candles to each table, making a total of 180 white dripless candles.
On top of the wooden screen in the
back of the room was the Nativity
scene in silhouette. The Christ
child's face and the Madonna's face
were in a sharp outline while tJie
Child's hand was slightly blurred
giving the effect of a moving hand.
The entire color scheme was white,
silver and gray.
Before the lighting of the candles
by Georgia Seymour, Patty Andrews, and Mary Coleman, Jane
Stookey sang "Bring a Torch, Jeanetta, Isabella." Other highlights
during the dinner were the turkey
parade and the plum pudding parade, with the pudding actually
burning.
The progTam of the evening consisted of two solos by Mrs. W. H.
Zeigel, two violin solos by Mr. R.
A. warner, and two piano solos by
Mr. Wendell Otey. The remainder
of the evening was spent in dancing to the music of Lee Homebrook's
orchestra.
Cavins Expresses Thanks
Mr. Harold Cavins, general chairman, wishes to express his thanks
to the following faculty for helping
put over . such a suc.::essful p a rty:
to Miss M. E. Lindberg, fm: the
menu and kitchen service; Dean C.
Favour Stilwell, for dining room
service; Miss Alice McKinney, for
lovely decorations; Miss Edith Levake, for her unique lottery seating
arrangement--by which all seats but
those of the hostesses and ca.i·vers
were chosen by numbers; Miss EJizabeth Michael, Miss L . Stevens and
Mr. W. Otey for the program; Dean
H. F. Heller for the orchestra selection; Mr. Merlin Wag!1er, for making the c andelabra, and Miss Yates
for her assistance.
During the evening President R.
. er
from
G · B uzzar d re ad gree tm 0 s
Miss R
Zeller the Kochs Verose
. '
'
wiebes, and Widgers.

General Chairman

M:r. Harold M. Cavins

Fra t f arty Wilt
Follow S ervice
Phi Si gs Plan Program forGuests from 9 :00-11 :30

Wednesday, December 21, 1938
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l

State Club
Lead Grand March New Faculty Wives
Initiates 'Tonight
Meet at Heise'
=x.
~

,,.

-

Mrs. Bryan Heise entertain ed the
Thursday Bridge club, composed of
.. ... ·•
~
the wives of new facult y m embers,
.·· . ·._
.
. . ..I
Thursday afternoon, December 15.
Those present were: Mrs . Sidney
Goff, Mrs. Oliver Fischer , Mrs. Irving Wolfe, Mrs . Leland Schubert,
James Stahl. Varsity club presiMrs. William Zeige l, Mrs. Ar thur U.
dent, and his queen, Martha Jun~
Edwards, Mrs. Shelby Sha~e, Mrs.
Jack, headed the procession for
John McClure, Mrs. R ichard Watlast night's Varsity formal.
son, Mrs. Merlin Wagner , Mrs. Seth
Fessenden, Mrs. J am es T hompson,
Mrs. Norris Mitts, M rs. H ans Olsen, Mrs. Walter Kleh m, Mrs. G.
David Koch, and M rs. Robert G.
Buzzard.

Eastern State club will hold an
initiation banquet for their twelve
pledges at Mrs. Noble Rains's, 1014
Moru·oe street, this Wednesday evening, at 5:30. The pledges were
I elected at the last meeting of the
club for their outstanding service to
the school in promoting the school
activities and helping to build a better school spirit.
Those selected were : M a ynard
"Red" Graham '42, of Mattoon; Ellen Rathe '42, of Mattoon; Mary
Isabel Horsley '42, of Mattoon; Jean
Berger '42, of Danville; Betty Nash
'42, of Mattoon; Bonnie Payne '42,
of Georgetown! Nellie Dennis '42,
of Dalton City; James Hawkins '42,
of Charleston; Freda Berry '42, of
Mattoon; Carroll Deahl '40, of Martinsville; Loren Jenne '40, of Sullivan; Robert Fick '40, of Charle.s~on;
Harley Culberson '40, of .Pana; John
Dempster '39, of Bridgeport.
Martin Dennis '39, of Dalton CJty,
the president of the club, will have
charge of the initiation servicos and
will introduce the speaker, Mr. Kevin Guina.gh, head of th0 depa1'iment
of Foreign Languages. Fra nk Tate,
chairman of the committee in
charge, is being assisted by Jane Osborne and Irma Corman in planning the initiation.
The club was organized last year
and has aided in the promotion of
several activities that have helped
in developing the school spirit at
Eastern, such as the Norma.I m igration, the football greeter ceremony,
using of the public address system
at the athletic contest s, and the sale
of homecoming programs.

·.
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Fid el is Observe
Holida y Sp irit

- --

IE l l l T C - - -

Three Celebrate
Birthdays Together

Hosts Transform H ouse w ith
Decoration ~

Fidelis members and pledges gave
a Christmas party for their girls a t
President Robert G . Buzzard, Dr.
"the mansion on the hill" Friday J. T. B elting, and ·Mr. Charles P.
evening, December 16. Colorfully L a n t z all h a d bir thdays on Wedneslighted and decorated with r ed , day, December 14, a nd were honcred
green, and silver, the house echoed at a birt hday dinner given by Mrs.
to the ra.dio music of Tiny Hill, Charles P. Lant z.
Sammy Kay, and Anson weeks .
Other guests we r e : Mr. ancl Mrs.
The front room h a d been trans- I' Frank A. Beu, Mr . a n d M rs. Hobart
formed into a miniat ure ba ll-room F. H eller, and Mr. and Mrs. Donald
for those who cared t o dance, while A. Rot hschild. After the turkey din?thers gathered around card tables I ner, gifts were excha nged.
m adjoining rooms.
.,,,.T"--Chaperons for the evening were: Miss Weller Honors
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P . Lantz, ·md
Her N ephew, Friends
Mr. and Mrs. William Zeigel.
- - - E I S T c -Miss Annie W eller entertain~d Mr.
a.nd Mrs. M arvin W eller and daugh ter, Harriet, wit h a d inner a t Mrs.
Noble R a ins's Sunda.y, December 11.
Mr. Weller is a n ep h ew of Miss AnAfter the Pemites r eturned from nie We ller, a nd is a m em ber of t he
singing Christmas carnls to f aculty Geological Survey group at Urbana.
homes, fraternities, a nd hospit als
Guests were: Mrs . W . J . Awty, Mr.
- E ISTC--Monday evening, December 19, t h ey Frank Lord, MisS Ana.bel J ohnson,
were surprised to find S an ta Cla us Mr. a nd Mrs . Charles Coleman, and
awaiting them. He s t ayed for the Mr. and Mrs. G. David K och .
Christmas part y, giving each girl a
Fifteen or more members of gift. After they open ed their gifts
the girls played games.
the art club assembled in the Art
studio last Wednesday evening at
E•STc
8 o'clock for a Ohristmas party
Couple Elope t o Ken tuckv
and gift exchange. An exhibit of . Margaret May Smith '42, of Dana~plique and · block printing on vill~, and Walter ~liott. '42, of West
different kinds of material was a Umon, were married m Paducah, SERVICE
feature of the party.
· Ky., l ast week. They returned to
6th and Jackson St.
Group games and refreshments C~arleston Monday, and fonnally
of apples and candy canes con- withdrew from college.
THE HOME OF THE
eluded the evening diversions.

I

I
I

After the Candle Light .service at
the college, Phi Sigma Epsilon Fraternity will have their
annual
Christmas party thiS" Wednesday
night, December 21. The party will
last from 9 to 11:30 o'clock.
The house has been decorated for
the holidays, and the social committee of the fraternity
has a.rranged a program to include music
by a college trio, dancing to Russell Farnsworth's pu.blic address
system, singing of Christmas carols,
and games with prizes. Refreshments will be served.
The social committ ee, inclu~ing
Bill Owen, chairman; Clyde Hutton.
Porter Hill, Carroll Deahl, and
Charles Ridey, announces the following events on their calendar for
the post-holiday season: a tea for
the women of the faculty and the
wives of faculty members on J anuary 5th; the Pem Hall-Phi Sig
Formal, on January 20th; a faculty
men's smoker; and 1,he inter-fraternity dance.
- -EISTc-- During the spring term, the anTry
nual Phi Sig Spring Formal wilJ be
l\1rs. Scruggs Fetes Club
B OB HILL'S
held. This is an invitational offSpecial
Mixed
campus dance, usually held at the
"BUY 'EM BY THE SACK"
Mrs. Walter M. Scruggs entercountry club.
tained members of the Faculty
You'll like 'em the
sinc - -Bridge club at her home, 1405 Fourway we fry 'em
teenth street, Tuesda y afternoon,
0
December 13, with a dessert-lunchPARKING SPACE FOR
eon. Mrs. J. Glenn Ross was a
CUSTOMERS
guest. High score went to Mrs.
Southwest Corner Square
Open 6:00 A. M. to 1:00 A. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvmg Wolfe gave a Harold Cavins.
f 11
·
th "M ·ah" S
supper 0 . owmg e - ess1
unday evemng, December 18. Guests
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
included: President '3.nd Mrs. Robert
-Et8TC
FOR QUALITY
G. Buzzard, Mr. Robert A Warner,
Mr. Wendell Otey, Mr. and Mrs. Eu- A good hair cut just doesn'.t h~p
OUR EXCLUSIVE LINE OF
gene Asbury, Miss Ethel Hanson,
pe~-it is the result of long exBUNTE and JOHNSON CHRISTMAS CANDIES
perience and careful attention.
Mr. Wendell Margrav0.
You can get that kind of service
SPECIAL GIFT PACKAGES
Mr. Edwin Platte, :!.Vhss Margaret
Evon Higgins '40, and John Demp- Sproat, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kauffat the
ster '39, will be hosts to the Phi man, Mr. and Mrs . E. L. Stover, and
HOLMES BAR BER SHOP
Sigma Epsilon fra t ernity members Mr. and Mrs. William Zeigel. .
Southwest Corner of Square
N. E. Corner Square
PHONE 81
at their second Christ.mas party to
- - -EISTC- - be held on the Wednesday followWhen planning your purchases,
ing Christmas at the community read the News adS for guidance.
building at Bridgeport.
All of the fraternity members have
been asked, a s well as m embers of
the alumni association of the orPhones: Office, 126; Residence, 7151
Office Phone 43
ganization, and it is expected tha t a
For
DR. W. B. TYM
large group will take t his opp ort unJ . A. OLIVER) M. D.
DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN
DENTIST
•
ity for a holiday get-together.
DENTIST
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Dancing will be a main attracCharleston National Bank Bldg.
Hours 8 to 12--.1 t o 5
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
tion of the occasion.
Phones: Office, 476; Residence, 762
Rogers Drug S tore Bldg.
- -IClaTC -Charleston, Ill.
Charleston, Ill.

Pemberton Girls
Receive Old Santa

A.rtists Attend
Exchange Party

Welcome C ollege
Students t o

I SNAPPYJNN

I

5c Hamburgers

I
W If

I

XMAS CANDY

A
eS rrange
Messiah Supper
.

lOc lb.

BOBHILL

We Invit e You to Insp ect

Higgins, Dempster
Will Give Party

CORNER CONFECTIONERY

CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARDS

I

Life I n sura nce and
Annuities

Mrs. Ander son Plays H ost
To R eading Circle Club

Mrs. S. S. Anderson was hos t ess
to the Charles ton Rea ding Ciicle ,
to which severa l faculty members
belong, Friday a!ternoon, December
16. It was a Christmas p arty and
gift exchange.
Mrs. Fiske Allen r ead "Da vid's
Star of Bethlehem," by Christine
Parmenter. Miss Le!th Todd and
Mrs. E. L. Stover preside d at t h e
tea table.

W e lcome

·C.

Joseph Fend.e r
CLASS '25
Special Representative of
PENN MUTUAL
Westfield, Ill. PHONE 100

DR. J . R. ALEXANDER
516% Sixth St.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Office Hours - 9 A. M. to 6 P. M.
Phones: Office, 218; Res., 160

I

D R. H. A. SHAFFER
Corner 6th and Van Buren

l

DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE
CLINTON D. SWICKARD
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST
S. B., M. D.
Alexander Bldg.
Hours by Appointmen t
Phone 340
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Nor·i;h Side Square
604% Sixth St .
Frames Repa ired- Lenses
Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770
Duplicated
---

I

Physician and Surgeon
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Phone 440

.

- - - - - - - --

Hours by Appointmen t

Over Ideal Bakery

Phones: Office, 69 ; Res., 380

Phones: Office 701
Res., 704t -

•••••

IDEAL BREAD
" It's made its w ay b y the w ay it's made."

IDEAL
BAKERY
NORT H SIDE SQUARE

. _____________________________._,__________________...........................- . l

DR. N. C. IKNAYAN

D R. C. J. MONTGOI\'IERY
DENTIST

I D R. WILLIAI\I M.
G. B. DUDLEY, ;M. D.

511 '2 Jackson Street

l

..--~~-~~~~~~~~~~.

S~\'ICKARD

Office Hours 9:00 to 12:00 a. m. and
2:00 to 6:00 p. m. and 7:00
to 9:00 p. m.
604~ JACKSON ST.
Telephone 32

- - - _5_0_1_J_a_c_ks
_ on
_ s_t_._
Phone: Office and Res., 242
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
Linder Bldg.
Monday and Saturday Nights

------~~----~~- •.~----,~-------~---·
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V erwiebes Return
For Brief Visit

Lalrmen Leave Half-Million Dollar Shelter S ~~M~lra~P S
~

Mr. and Mrs. Frank L . Verwiebe
and children spent their Thanksgiving vacation in Charleston, visiting friends. Mr. Verwiebe spent one
day of the vacation in Indiana, attending a conference with two oLher
Physicists on a Physics text which
By BETTY LOU PETER.S
they are going together to publish
I Mr. Verwiebe is now at Vanderbilt
At last the discovery has been university, where he is studying
made as to why we are eating pars- with a year's leave of absence from
ley instead of spinach. Virginia Rice Eastern's Physics department.

•

Ryan

Tarrates Experiencesi
Since Fire Forced EarlyMorning Evacuation

This was truly Home
Sweet Home for the
twenty members of the
Panther Lair when they
moved back into their
redecorated domicile at
the beginning of the
\Vinter quar,t er.

By Darrell Ryan

It has now been a little more
than a week since the members of

the Lair moved from their tempor-

ary h alf-a-million dollar
shelter
back to Home Sweet Home, the
Panther Lair. Before we go farther, we would like to point out that
there is nothing which will make
one appreciate the advantages and
conveniences of an organized dinBet Provides
ing ~ervice more than striving to
Little Campus Drama
exist without one. We take this
means to express our gratitude to
Characters: Two men and one
the person or persons whose initiawoman!
tive brought about the establishTime: 4 o'clock Monday afterment of the first dining service on Fire Rushes Several Needed
noon, December 12.
Eastern's campus.
Improvements
Results: A broken nose and a
Fire Starts Troubles
black eye!
When members of the Lair were
There were many amusi!lg things
Bill Bohlman '41, and Louis
that happened prooeding and dur- forced to vacate with fire at their
Keith '42, were to meet over at
ing our stay in the new Health Edu- heels shortly before Thanksgiving,
the Little Campus to settle the
cation building. There was Watts one observer was heard to remark,
whole thing once and for all!
who, a.fter having the boys on the "Well, you know, sometimes a fire
They met! The crowd was
ground arrange a matt;ress with all is a pretty good thing." In the case
there, Oh, my, Yes! Did they
the precision of a high-diver, ju.-np- of the Panther Lair the boys, who t
fight? Oh, my, No! They merely
ed and missed the mattress entirely. moved back in at the beginning of
embraced, removed bandages, and
There was that foreign element the Winter quarter, agree he was
compared notes. Keith had won
from Westville who insisted on car- correct, for many irnprovement..c;
the bet. He had been asked
rying things out of the house even have been made.
about his black eye 323 times,
Some of the floors that were burnafter the fire truck left.
while Bohlman had received only
Then, there was the contrary lit- ed badly were replaced, and those
263 inquiries about his broken
tle Jim Neal who, knowing that we not seriously damaged were re-surnose.
had puffed wheat for breakfast, de- faced. All of the rooms were newly
cided not to be aroused by any of papered. The dining room was comthe cooks' ingenious schemes to get pletely equipped with new chairs
us up. Consequently, when Jim did and tables. The chairs have a sturdy
awaken, he had to sit out on top of steel construction, with leather
the porch for five minutes in the backs and seats.
Robert Harshbarger, former EastAll of the rooms downstairs, and
severe cold before he could be resern
student, was married to Miss
part
of
the
rooms
upstairs
were
cued by the fire chief.
equipped with new curtains and Nina Cravens, of Charleston, on
Bull Sessions Better
blinds. The basement was white- Monday, November 21, at St.
Although our bull sessions are
washed, and a shower room with a Charles, Missouri. The couple imquite notorious, none of them equalseparate heating unit wa.s construct- media tely returned to Charleston
led thooe we had while living in the
where they will be at home to their
new gym. We were most unfortun- ed.
In the near future the front par- friends in their furnished apartate in that all of them occurred
lor is to be completely redecorated, ment at 1315 Jackson street.
during examination week. But with
- E I S T C:- - and the study room is to be equiptwenty boys in one room, would you
ped with several small tables, rather
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Colvin of
expect thern to sleep all night?
than the one long one as formerly. Washington, D. C., were week-end
Night-Watohrrl.an Wood, we fear,
---E18TC--guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charlas
is now an ardent believer of DarP. Lantz last week-end. Mr. Colwin. In making his rounds one evevin was formerly a member of
ning he caught Neal and Heggerty
Eastern's Education department.
in the midst of their famous monkey act.
Mr. Roy K. Wilson, Eastern's diIt is rwnored that a certain PE rector of public rela.tions, gave a L. Lewis and Donald Richberg.
instructor found a pair of "gallop- short eulogy on Paul Y. Anderson
In 1937, the Headliners' club of
ing dominoes" after we vacated the one of his favorite newspaper col- Atlantic City, awarded him a medgym. Of course, we can't imagine umnists and reporters, who killed al for the best series of stories of j
where they came from, but if at any himself with sleeping powders in the year on subjects of public intertime he wishes to bring them ba ck his apartment at Washington, D. C. est. At the time of his death he
(preferably after pay da.y) we shall Tuesday, December 6, to the m em - was a correspondent of the St. Loui~
do our utmost to find the rightful bers of Sigma Delta at the home of Star-Times. One of Anderson's last
owner.
Mr. Franklyn L. Andrews on Thm.·s- statements indicated that he was
tired of living and thought that his
da.y evening, December 8.
Anderson, who was 45 years e>kl usefulness was ended.
at the time of his death, was considered one of the most brilliant
BRADING'S
--newspaper reporters in the country.
Members of the C'ountry Life club He won the Pulitzer prize in 1928 l
have been getting actual experience for re-opening the Teapot Dome oil
Quality Materials and
in directin g rural entertainments scandal of the Harding administ:-aPrompt Service
this ye.a.r . Under the direction of tion. He was persistently maki.ng I
PHONE 173
Wilmeth Pinkstaff '40, president of attacks on corruption, dishonesty 417 Seventh St.
the organization, and Mr. H . C. 01- and sham in government.
'---------------•
sen, faculty sponsor, several memMany liberals in government were
bers of the organization have been listed among Anderson's intimate
going out to rural schools and pre- friends, including such m en as Pre.3senting evening programs to follow ident Roosevelt, the elder Senator
business meetings held by the ' La Follette, the late Senator Walsh
schools.
of Montana, Senator Norris of NeSix members of the club sponsor- braska, the late Senator Huey P
ed such an entertainment at 11.>xa Long, General Hugh Johnson, John
school, west of Charleston, Wednesday evening, November 20. Margery
Taylor '41, gave a talk on her tri.r on the campus December Hl, a talk
to Lexington, Kentucky, where she will be presented on "Coo1.' erative
attended a national meeting of the Marketing and Purch.a.sing," after
American Country Life Associattcn which there will be an e".l;:;ertai:i1November 2-5, as a delegate fwm ment. The time and place of the
meeting will be announced on the
Eastern.
Bulletin
board before then. All who
Tom Zahnle played three violin
are
interested
in rural social life are
HAMBURGERS THAT ARE
solos accompanied by Dale Robinwelcome
to
attend.
son '40, on the guitar. Grace
THE BEST
Thompson '40, gave a humorouc
reading, and Jim Stevens '42, played
Salads
an accordion solo. Refreshm ents
Sandwiches
were served at the close of the enSoups and Chili
tertainment. At a former meeting
PLUMBING AND HEATING
COMPANY
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
besides some of the above numbers
George Howell '40, and Wilson PinkPlwnbing, Heating and Sheet
staff '40, san g a duet , P auline Bromby '4-0, gavP a tap-dance number
Metal Work
Route 16 at 11th St.
and Wilmeth Pinkstaff di<l tlle announcing.
Mrs. GLEN EDMAN, Prop.
At the next meeting to be held

ill•••••••••••••lli

•

tells us that one "sprig" of parsley
contains as many vitamins as two
enormous helpings of .$pinach. More
power to us!

Me n Redecorate I.s~udent
First Cooperative

---

Rural Group Hold Sing
The Country Life Club

gathered

Ifor a Christmas "sing" at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Hans G. Olsen on
Monday evening, December
19.
When they had sung all t.he carols
they knew at least once, members
took turns telling Christmas stol'ies
June Sporleder gave a talk on
"Purchasing and Consuming" as a
part of the regular program.
---El8TC---

Mrs. J. T. Belting, of 901 Eleventh
street, was hostess to the Faculty
Bridge club at her home Tuesday
About 3 o'clock Friday morning
night, December 13. Entertainment
Bobby Payne drowsily walked int o
took the form of a desse~:t-bridge,
Riuhy's and Sue's room and said,
with Christmas decorations.
"Ruby will you give me some bait
for my mouse trap?" Ruby didn't
fancy the idea of beiJ1g awakened, little Education interfere with your
so she very disgustedly told Bobby good times!
that she didn't have any. With tears
in her eyes, Bobby informed Ruby
that she couldn't catch a mouse in
a BEAR trap so Ruby solved the
poor little girl's problem and told
her she might have some luck if she
would try using a MOUSE trap.
AND
(Who's this bear, anyhow?)

GATES BEAUTY

Professor Bonwell gave a 4th
grade test to Sue and Bobby the other day and their ratiags were below those of the first grade, so maybe that accounts for the large per
cent of people on probation this
1
term. That's 0 K , girl&, don't let a

BARBER SHOP
One-half block east of college

PHONE 165

Condrey's Drug Store

vVilson Delivers
Anderson Eulogy

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS

I
I

Evening in Paris Sets, Coty Sets, Lucretia Vanderbilt Sets, Colgate's, Williams, Mennen's, and McKesson's Shaving Sets, Parker
Vacuum Fill Fountain Pens and Pencils, Rand and Packard Electric Razors, and many other useful presents. Come in and shop
at our store. We are
ON THE CORNER

·------------------------------.-J

);~~Students ....
0

,

May we suggest floral
creations for the holiday season.

C?

7

I
I

- - - l : I S T C- - -

If you could have seen Santa Claus
when he visited Pem Hall Monday
evening you would have been set to
wondering, for Santa was at least
100 pounds thinner this year than
he wast last. Was it due to undernourishment, worry, or could ic be
due to the fact that Mr. Ross could
not be here this year and "Cookie"
Burgner took his place???

Harshbarger Weds
Charleston Girl

Country Youth
Entertain Schools

[i

Shoe Repairing

FLOWER~

MAKE
LLFE BEAUTIFUL

CARROLL- FLORIST
• •

New Theatre Bldg.

PHONE 39

FORA
GOOD LUNCH

Everyone Goes to

VIR-MAR
GRILL

WHITE

We NEVER Close

TELEPHONE 295

ANew
Permanent
That revives old permanents
... will make your hair light
and fluffy as Fashion decrees.
You'll be ama.z.ed at the new
beauties to be found in your
hair, whether natural, bleached, dyed or apparently lifeless.

Vogue Beauty Shop
TELEPHONE 371
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TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS Comment on Last News Editorial
"Tell the truth and don't
afraid"
Calls for Explanation of Policy __L_ea_r_n_in_g_M_us_t__
Go_O_n--..,;
be

Published each Tuesday of the school
year by the students of the Eastern Illlnois
State Teachers College at Charleston
- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -Entered as second class matter November
8, 1915, at the Post Office at Charleston,
Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 18W_._
~ -Printed

By Franklyn L. Andrews
La.st week's editorial, "Gil'ls Try
to Obtain Approval of Soro:city," occasioned considerable comment, pro
and con. I n light of some misunderstan ding which arose because of
the nature of the editorial, we call
attention to the issues involved aga~n
this week.
It is more important that freedom

by the Courier Publishing Compan y·

R.eba Goldsmith '40............................................................Editor

Lloyd Kincaid '39............................................ Associate Editor
Mary Jane Kelly '39........................................ Assistant Editor

Aline Claar '39.................................................. Assistant Editor
Edward Wier '41.. .............................................. Assistant Editor
Violet Podesta '39 .................................... .............Society Editor
Carl Shull '39.................................~ .......................................Artist
J ames R ice '39 ............................................ Business Manager
F'ranklyn L. Andrews ..................................... ............... Adviser

I

Member

Member

I CPA

J:.\ssodated Collee>iate Press
Oistribu tor of

Member
CSPA

Collee>iate DitSest
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1938

Basic Issue of Eastern' s Need
For Sorority R emains
An editorial which appeared in last week's
issue of the New s caused some feeling on the
part of both faculty a~d ~tudents. ~egardl ess
of the merits of the ed1tonal, the ments of thf'
sorority still remain.
To return to the basic issue, there are several
rea ons why a good many people feel that Eastern needs a sorority. They may be summed up
briefly as follows:
1. To affor<l Eastern women with the same
advantage of sis terhood that . the academic colleO'e sororities offer. Upon being asked wl:iat he
m~st values in college life, any fraternity man
answers, "Oh, the bull ses ion~; the old pat on
the back; th.e feeling of standmg together that
a fraternity g ives you ."

Feel l nferioritg
z To foster the acquisition

of the social
grac s among Eastern women. The d ay has
pa sed when the village school teacher can be a
b okv reclu e, sufficient unto h er elf a lone.
nd
there is n o question of the obvious inferio rity a
high school teacher feels socially .when ot~er
mem er of her faculty wear accredited oronty
pin , indicative of four years of well-rounded
cial life.
3. To promote th e general welfare of women at Eastern. A the President has frequently
remarked in chapel, it is always astonic;hing that.
g irls a r e so seldom a t the front in a~tive camp~s
organization . A good hare of this may ?bv1ou ly be attributed to their lack of experience
through sorority life.
4. To promote high ideals, moral integrity,
a nd character development among Eastern
women. At the present time there is no place
in Charle ton where a O'roup of g irls can get t ogether and cu ss and discuss any code of ethic .
5. To elevate teaching as a profession in the
eye of teachers and other s. Unifying te~~hcrs
to feel their own power seE.:ms to be a difficult.
proce s. Wouldn't experience in pul1ing t o gether in college be an a id to u p liftin g the pr'ofe ion when those people become teachers~

Don't R ealize Power
6. To increa e the intelligent p a rticipation
of Ea tern women in civic affairs. It's a s u r pri - ino- fact that despite woman suffrage, f ew
wome~ begin to vote until they have a hu ·band
to tell them how! This is only one of the many'
purpo es of sororities.
7. To promote contact between a lumni a nd
former students of t h e coll ege through a campus organization as the bond. There's a big difference between imply coming back at Homecoming, and c m ing back to the house which
you helped run, and where you know you are
ah RY v•elcome.
For th<: e a well a for many othe r reasons .
th pr gre ive development of socia l life in this
Hege require the additi o n of a sorority td
~a l ern s campus.

Santa C laus, or Not?
Ther ar vari u

d uc:ltiona 1 tests for ocia l
f the be t, a nd yet mo t
rief a l
di cl
one' attitude toward Christma . If y u are intere ted in r ating yourf)elii
ace rding t thi test underline the f ll owing
r rr t w rd enclo ed in parenthe e :
I (kn w) (believe) there (i ' ) (i. not) a anta
au ·
The

hild kno\
th re i a a nta Cla u ; the
nt kn '\! ther i n t; the av rage c 1a I
leg s tud n l b e lieve there i n ot ; and the
ially mature per on knows there is I

of speech be preserved than that
all agree upon t he details of "good
jow·nalistic style." Good style, like
other things, is subject to individual
interpretation .
orol'ity More Important
It is more important; that Eastern
offer students the advantages of
sorority life t han that the News
editorial staff be praic;ed or blam ed for the presentation of the issue.
It has long been the policy of the
News to back all worth while pro(ffe
jects of the school. What is worth
while, like all other things, is subject to individual interpretation.
When it is possible for all concerned to agree upon methods and obInvites all students to air their
jectives, we of the News staff admit,
views by contributing to th e
things
run more smoothly. When
soapbox. All letters must be
it is not possible for all to agree,
signed and should be limited to
either upon methods or upon ob150 words.
jectives, misunderstandings arise.
Several · members of Eastern's We believe that no misunderstandfaculty adopted a new system of ing is so colossal that both parties
dealing with those who failed to at- cannot talk the issue over.
tend all of their classes during the
It is our plea.sure to conceive of a
last term. Some of them reduced school paper as a laboratory for
the student's grade, which he had j ideas. Like gases in the chemistr y
earned by writing tests and term laboratory, boners· on the gridiron,
papers, by one grade poi?t if ~hat or misinterpreted statements in 1,11e
student h ad as many as six or eight classroom, ideas are c;ometimes exabsences, making no allowances fo~ plosive. The fault is not with the
the reasons for those absences, subject matter. The fault goes back
others merely refused to let the 1 to Adam. Human beings are not perstudent take the final if he had feet.
been absent a certain number of
Must Train to Think
times, thereby flunking that stud- As in all educational procedure, it
ent for the entire course.
I is more important to train young
If the course is required for the people How To Think than What to
student's major or minor, he must Think. That school is educationally
spend another term taking that sound in which the faculty sincerely
same sub ject over. Is that just to endeavor to correct students in their
the student who was unavoidably ' errors. That school is educationally
absent against his will?
Hardly. useless in which faculty blame s!:uIs it just to dock the student who dents for their mistakes. That
has worked hard to make up for school is senile in which faculty
what he missed on those days- when are no longer interested in the imthat student was absent only four pulsiveness of youth.
or five days m ore than another
"Hold fa.st to the sphit of youth."
student, whose absences were de- Pardon Youth, if Youth is in a hurliberate cuts, and who received no ry, and sometimes arrngant. Soon
reduction in his grade? .
enough the blood runs cold.
Does the professor get his salary
cut for wasting the student's
time? For coming to class unpre- spends a maximum of 40 hours
pared to deliver a lecture? Cer- per term for a lect ure course. Such
tain members of the faculty have an instructor, as mentioned above,
been timed on their rate of speak- wastes the equivalent of five and
ing while giving a lecture. Some two-fifths courses per year while
of them do not average moi:e than attempting to teach nine. Multi50 or 60 words per minute. Since ply 416 by the average number of
the average speaking rate is ap- students in the instructor's class
proximately 140 words per minute, and you will then get the total
the same lecture as the 50-words amount of time the instructor acper minute professors give during tually wastes.
a 50-minute class period could be
When the student misses a class,
given in 20 minutes if the pro- no one is injured but himself, and
fessor had his lecture adequately in many classes he has only missprepared - thus wasting 30 min- ed the equivalent to a 20-minute
utes every class period. Each in- lecture, the value of which is often
structor teaches three classes four overestima ted by the instructor.
times per week, or 12' classes. Those On the other ha nd, the sin of the
unprepared instructors waste one j poorly prepared instructor is much
hour per week, 72 hours per term
and 416 hours per year. A student 1
(Continued on Page Seven)
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The Old

ROUND - UP
bg Muscles Fairchild
CHRISTMAS COMES BUT ONCE A YEAR
(And That's Enough!)
At the curtain falls on Eastern's
annual pantomime (the Christmas
Party) Mr. Alter, as Xmas ()laws
calmly scuttles up through the cellar trap-door, his face sprinkled
with whiskers. He finds himself in
Ea.stern's blooming n ew sorority
house of the future - "The Th1·ee
Roses."
Sam Taylor, cover ed with soot,
stumbles out of the fireplace, is presented with a shining new r attle for
his Ford, and exits into the fire.
Blind Tom Sundem1a n en ters
through a window pane, bumps into
St. Nick, and is handed a p air of
dark glasses, a bell, and a tin cup.
Spatsie Kincaid, with a sheepish
look on his face, enters from the
kitchen and receives a blank IQ
test. He is instructed to fill it out
immediately to determine whether
or not an IQ is present. Bill Bowman
a.nd Lou Keith slink out of their hiding places and receive a set of boxing gloves, just in case either o!
t hem should ever fight it out.

Bib Mirus, closely pursued by Dr.
Buzzard, enters through a clo.sed
door, and is immediately" strapped
into a permanent chapel seat. Our
four freshman heroes, Graham,
Keith. Miller, and Ford, enter hurriedly from t he registrar's office,
and check in their class officer suits
to Santa.
Mr. Coleman drops in a cloud of
smoke from the attic, landing directly on Santa's back, and is forthwith handed a 15-cent brand of
cigarettes. Mr. Seymour, dressed as
Napoleon, and riding a broom stick
gallops madly into the room, only
to be slapped on the back with a
new grade book. He shouts in his
loudest voice that there are a few
boys he would like to See-more of in
his classes next year.
After a hearty Merry Christmas
from the ca.st, they proceed to fall
one by one into the basement, and
the loud clanking of glassware
causes the curtain to rise.

Easter n's newspaper is a sort of labora·
tor y of ideas. Like gases in t he chemistry
laboratory, boners on the g ridiron, or mis·
interpreted statements in t he classroom,
ideas are sometimes explosive. The fault is
not with the subject matter. The fault goes
back to Adam. Human beings are not perfect.

Bread on the
Waters ..
bp J im M ichael

After a few months of settled life
cided to use the charm given to him by the Quee
.of Medra.s. By this charm he was able to visi
any place he wanted to see, whether it was real
imaginary. So he took up the charm and sai
"Take me to a place I have never been before.
don't care where." A roaring sound filled his ea
and he lost consciousness.
When he awoke, Alfredo was in the midst of
forest. The sun streamed through the trees in
mellow glow. While he was wondering where h
was, he noticed an old woman coming toward hi
Alfredo stepped confidently forward and asked t
old crone, "Madam, could you tell me what count
this is?" I have just arrived from Morat and d
not know where I am."
"SOnny," she cracked, "th1s planet is caile
Thera and the part of Thera you are in is calle
Mariace."
"And what is your name, Madam?"
fredo was ra.ther disappointed that he should
meet up with such an old woman. For Alfredo w
renowned in seven universes and tweJ.ve sub-pla
etary bodies for his flawless love making and h
was anxious to test the metal of the maidens of t h
place.
"You may call me Granny Deptan, and y
must implicitly obey me in what I tell you. I w·
inform you as to the customs of these people. It
my honor and duty to instruct the youth of th
region and to see that they follow in the steps
their fathers. Now the people of this place
what is expected of them and what everybody cl
does. This way they live with a minimum of fri
tion in their lives. Remember that, and if y
want t o get along with these people you must con
form to their ideas. You must never try to chan
them! That will only lead to trouble for you."
Alfredo was worried by this advice.
traveled widely and was convinced of his superio
ity. If he thought he lived a better life then som
one else he tried to point this out to him, but tha
didn't seem to be done here in Ma1iace.
As he walked through the forest he thoug
th at at least these people lived in a very beautif
lan d, and must be quite a poetic raee. As h e ca
to the edge of the forest he saw a m a.n plowing t
black earth. Alfredo watched for sometime and t
msn never took his eyes off the curling eart
Finally Alfredo walked out to h'im and sai
"Why do you keep looking down like that all t
time? Why don't you look around and enjoy th
freshness of the morning? You people don't see
to enjoy your beautiful land."
The native spat and grunted, "Reckon we d
Take the Missus out for a ride every Sunday aft
noon. I've got no time for such foolishness duri
the week. I got to get the crops out."
"Yes, but do you have to work all the time ge
ting out the crops? Don't you ever just idle a.rot
and enjoy yourself?"
The native spat again. "Huh! Such laziness
sinful. The Lord put us here to work. Nob
sets around all the time; 'it's sinful. Besides, n
(Continued on Page Seven)
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Last Trump
WHAT HAPPENED TO WIMPINS?
The Last Trump's Great Mystery Thn11er
EPISODE TWO
And They Boiled Him in Oil

Librarian Finds
Forgotten Book

Xmas Cut-Ups

Educator Demands
School Support

...

One of the important Jw1ctlons
of the Illinois Education Association, according to Miss Susan Scully,
president of that organization, is to
inform the public of the v::tSt lnadequacies in our educational .'3et-up of
today. We do not ha.ve sufficient
equipment with which to provlde the
proper educational send-off for
youth. Our teachers are bein~ under paid. Such circumsta~ces, according to Miss Scully, make it necessary for the IEA to pers uade the
public to spend more money for Lh
support of education.
I Can it be done? Will the people
in the state of Illinois stand for a
further increase in their tax bwden in order to improv0 our educational system? Citizens of Illinois
are being taxed to the limit. Every
conceivable tax measure that has
ever been invented is being used at
present to meet the state's expenses.
Can we, as educators, consci ntiously demand a larger shn.re of ~he tax50 years ago and having a profound 1 pa.yer's income without guaranteeinfluence over a reader of 20 years f in~ him his money's worth? One
ago, had any recent readers? A few thmg is clear-it is impossible to
-according to the original card , continue to increase the ratio of
bearing dates back as far as 1900 taxes to income indefinitely.
when the book was purchased fo:
You may say, "but that is not the
1
the library of a new teachers college, problem for the educators· the soeight pe~ple have checked out the lution to that problem b;longs to
book
durmg the last 16 years. And economists and politicians." Well(As viewed by the Inquiring
feur
of
those were within the past 3 where do those individuals get t.heir
Reporter)
years, twice in '35 and twice in '37.
education? Directly or indirectly,
Though icy winds blow from the
Anyone
interested
in
examining
they
get it through our educational
north
this
book
may
find
it
in
the
south
system.
The situation is rapidly
Disheartening to all,
library by presenting at the loan approa.ching a crisis. We cannot
The Faculty go bravely forth
desk call number--613.7, C13.
"pass the buck" forever.
Near Christmas, to Pem Hall.
---El8TC---

P ower Through R epose, a little
book placed in the library when the
college was established, was still at
the finger tips of the librarian, because of the careful organization of
the card catalog, after almost forty
years had elapsed and the library
had grown until the book was oniy
one of nearly 50,000 others.
"I read a book when I was in
school here about twenty years ago
that has had a profound influence
over my life, and I have never been
able to find it anywhere since," was
the comment (as told by Miss Mary
Jane Booth, college librarian, to a
staff. reporter) of one of the attenders of the IEA meeting here
several weeks ago. He wondered
if it was still in the library; but all
he could remember about the title
was the word "repose."
Miss Esther Duggleby, assistant
librarian, started .t he search with no
call number, no title, and no known
author. However, in only a few
minutes the book, Power Th.r ough
Repose, by Annie Payson Call, was
brought to light.
Has this book, copyrighted nearly

It was one of those days in the life of an institution when everyseemed to !be running smoothly, and, no doubt, it would have
QC)Dtinued to do so indefin~tely had not two sinister looking men appeared.
They might well have been stat;e9- - - - - - - - -- - - - a1'Chitects, and the uninformeu a c- Sh
R al s
"-•-n
.
lll.llllUY believed they were.
C0 ave
I b eve
, Red F
It was of little consequence that
sey ur s .
ace
Peter Bump had not been seen for • • • Personality
months. Students, you know, come
Note that Colseybur now apa.nd go, and have a habit of popping
pears
in The Last Trump head
up in class at the oddest moments.
minus
his whiskers. This new
But not so Peter. Sally would frankColseybur
was conceived by Delly have been beside herself had not
mar
Nordquist,
winner of the
two very promising frat boyz been
first
award
in
the
Art division
beside Sally. And both of them
of the Literary Supplement, and
could do the Lambeth Walk, accordOle Poker Face thanks him for
ing to advance notcies, famously
it. The be-whiskered and trifPeter knew only the Big Apple and
ling bolshevik of former years
Old Black Joe. Besides he had been
has grown corpulent, mellow, and
gone for months.
serene. In spite of the fad that
Immediately, behind closed doors
the infirmities of age are creepthere was a huddle, from which the
ing upon him, we hope you'll
proper authorities emerged, with the
still like Colseybur.
two sinister looking gentlemen at
their sides. It was obvious that no
complete statement was to be forth- 1 Coleman's Name WiU
coming yet, but something most
Enter Author's Gallery
curious and most unusual had most
certainly happened, and, dear readMr. Charles H. Coleman's oft'
er, you must believe us when we say referred to textbook on American Though radiators freeze up tight
had the general public known the History for junior high school use
And windshields are opaque,
import of that huddle, the fire siren will be published in January. Then There is no stopping them this
most certainly would have blown Mr. Goleman, History and Govern- 1
night
and, perhaps, even the Lair boys ment instructor, and Mr. Kevin 1 Their pilgrimage to make.
would have jumped out of the sec- Guinagh, foreign language instrucond story window.
tor, will have something in com- They tear tuxedos from the clutch
Of gray-white things that fly;
Instead of a bomb bursting, t.lli.c:i mon: a literary offspring. Mr.
They
silver up white shoes and such
very modest notice appeared upon Coleman will not publish his own
As the great day draws nigh.
.thG bulletin board:
book.

~
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Christmas Party

"Anyone knowing or suspecting the whereabouts of Professor
Wimpins is urged to communicate with the Office immediately. This is important, and takes
precedence over all other activities, including the Coke and
Smoke."

Alighting from their limousines
On each succeeding year
They view with heartfelt joy the
scenes
That scintillate with cheer.

because of the following headlh1e:
CANDLE SNUFFER SNUFFS
PARTY
WIMPINS MYSTERY DEEPENS
The local daily was less a1arm€d
Its headline ran:
The twinkling lights from ChristTHE MAN WAS A CANDLE
mas trees
SNUFFER
Fall gaily on the snow,
That great defender of the InAnd again the Bures.u of Public And though in formal clothes they
stitution, the Chicago Daily News. Enlightenment hung its head in
freeze,
was slightly more alarming in the shame, because no flashlight had
Their hearts are warmer so.
Blue Streak Edition, for in less than been taken of the snuffing.
six hours, the following headline~
All this happened a long, long time What cheer! The turkey and desser;
appeared:
ago (It might have been any day
The dancing, and all that;
in 1936 or 1938), and no doubt t.his They r,em.inisce (perhaps they
OIL RICHES AWAJ.T MISSING
tale would have ended here, with
flirt???)
PROFESSOR
the masked candle-snuffer still
At any rate, they chat!
snuffing candles, had not a most
WIMPINS DISAPPEARANCE
curious thing happened. And you What though their classes have been
STILL UNSOLVED
must believe us, dear, indeed sweetdull?
STATE TO PROBE COLLEGE
est reader, that it is now appa=ent
Tonight they ask no more,
that the Wimpins Mystery has deep- Such gala times make up in full
.PHANTOMS
ened and deepened, for just before
For students who will snore.
STUDENT ALSO DISAPPEARS
the Christmas recess, a chandelirr
That evening the Bureau of P:.tb- broke loose and fell upon the head They have had fun, departing late
lic Enlightenment hung its head in of Professor Colseybur, who, up to
With one accord they plight
shame, for no picture accompa!lied this point, had been strangely silent Their vows-they will come back
again
the Wimpins scoop, for old Wim- Luckily the noted educator escaped
pins, you must believe us, was most Had it hit him elsewhere, no dot!bt
A year from this tonight.
camera shy, and had not been pho- the blow would have proved fatal
tographed since the issuance of the and all hope of applying the principles of modern education to the
1903 yearbook.
That evening the groundsman solution of the mystery, the great '
made an extra tour of the South Wimpins mystery, would have come
Campus, but to no avail; W impins to an end with Colseybur.
On Thursday a trap was set, but
was not hiding in any of the shrubinasmuch
as only four Hall Girl~
bery. That evening the Faculty
were
caught
and delayed two hours I
Coffee Club surveyed recent develin
their
departure,
.Professor Colopments. At two a. m. their verdict
1
was given. Wimpins, the stupid ass seybur admitted that his first atshould be boiled in oil, or, as the tempt to solve the Great Wimpins
weekly issue of the very collegiate Mystery had failed.
Thursday night the two sinister
college paper so cleverly put it
"berled in erl." It was a pparent looking men appeared again upon
that the consensus of opinion was the Campus, and, dear reader, the
that providence had smiled upon Holidays set in.
NO OHARGE FOR DELIVER Y
End of Episode 2.
the least deserving of all, old WimSERVI OE
READ
ON
AND
O:l.ln
WHA'l'
pins, who, upon that now forgotten
Thursday, had done a most redicu- HAPPENED TO WIMPINS? WI.LI.
lous thing; he had dismissed class THE WORLD EVER KNOW?
UNTIL THE IRIS BL 0 0 M
ten minutes early and had gone for
AGAIN,
a stroll.
Charleston
OLE POKER FACE. 608 Sixth
And, no doubt, dear reader, this
story would have ended here, with
Wimpins' riches increasing and increasing, had not a most curious
thing happened. On the night of
the Faculty Christmas
party, a
masked figure appeared, walked
around the tables, blew out four of
the candles, and disappeared before
anyone stopped eating his turkey . .
PHONE
The next moring that great de85
fender of the faith, the Chica.go
Daily News, sold fifty extra copies l

I

I

CALL

MONTGOMERY
CLEANERS
For Service and
Quality

PHONE 68

---ICl8TC---

Christmas time is Bulova Watch
time! Nothing you can give will
bring so much joy and satisfaction
-will last as long-or be as useful I
. .. A Bulova is the Gift of a Life- 1
time! See them at C. P. Coon's,
408 Sixth street-authorized dealer
for Bulova, Hamilton and Elgin
Watches.
---ICl8Tc----

You will find our advertisers
courteous, accommodating, friendly.
Make their acquaintance.

ANDREWS LUMBER CO.

For BETTER

Shoe Repairing
. . . we specialize in Invincible
Half-Soling ... no repaired look.
Makes shoes look like New at no
Extra Cost.

GOLDEN RULE
SHOE SHOP

In Rear of Holmes Barber Shop

A. G. FROM MEL
HARDWARE

See Us for Everything inPAINTS
SPORTING GOODS
BI CYOLE P ARiTS
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
GIFTS
DISHES
TABLE TENNIS and EQUIPMENT
PHONE 492
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

MERRY CHRISTMAS1

SHOP AT THE OWL FOR YOUR

DRUG SUPPLIES
We Have the Lowest Prices in Illinois
on Quality Drugs
CUT RATE PRICES ON CHRISTMAS GIFTS

OWL

C-U-T
RATE

DRUGS

NEXT TO KROGER EAST SIDE SQUARE

It's a Gift ••••
-to find the Gift no:ne else can find. Christmas made easy
shouuinig at our store. Let us help you check off the
difficult people on your list.
YOU KNOW THEY'D LOVE THESE
Scroll Expanding Book Ends
Pick Me Uu Ash Tray
Barker's Hot Oven Ware
Monogrammed Glassware-the personal gift.
New Pictures and Plaques.
Eaton's Fine Stationery-beautiful boxes.
Sheaffer Pens and Desk Sets.
LET US ADVISE YOU ON YOUR
SELECTIONS

KEEP YOUR HOME WARM-

Buy J. M. Rock Wool Batts

Patronize your News advertisers.

KING •~

BROS.

SOOK & STA TIONERY STORE
PHONE 428

WEST SIDE SQUARE
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Grand Winner Reviews Her Native of India
Fears Whites
Experiences in Blind School
Makes Success of College Life I
.. Despite Handicap
I

Double Winner

Joan Eckert '42, Comes Here
at Age of Three
I

Shows Talent

By Edna Foglem:.m
"When I was three years old I
was very much afraid of white people," was a remark, made by Joan
Eckert,
freshman, which instantly
1
aroused the curiosity of the sta.ff
reporter with whom she was talking.
"What! afraid of your own race'~ "
"Yes," was her answer. "You see
I was born in Ulabaria Mission
Calcutta, India. My parents were
missionaries at a foundation in the
Bengal Mountains. At that time
I there were no medica l missionaries,
although my mother was a nurse
and did what she could in thi::.t kind
of work. My father's work wa.s confined almost entirely to the converting of natives."
"Because of my m other's poor
i health we came to America when
I was three years old. For a ti"me
my father did home m1ss1onary
work at Park Wood Mission, Chicago. Here he had all denomir.ations and nationalities, and it was
his duty to get them interested in
the church.

Joanna Levitt, winner of the
grand prize in the annual Literary
Supplement contest, has had an
Interesting life despite her handicap of blindness.
"For the first six years of my
school life I attended the little
country school southwest of Charleston, which goes by the name of
Bails School. Although I was h aving little trouble with my studies,
my family and I decided one sum- 1
mer that I should attend the
school for the blind at Jacksonville. I was very homesick for n.
week or so, but I soon began to
like the school," says Miss Levitt.
"I had plenty to keep me busy;
for I began taking piano lessons,
swimming, gymnasium work, and
sewing. It was easy to learn the
Braille system; it only took time.
Joanna Levitt
Later I added chorus, glee club.
violin lessons, orchestra, and typewriting. That sounds overwhelming, but it was required of people
who could do it. The girls organized a literary club named Philomathea.
Complain of Food
M
C B Mu h
h h 1
I "Yes, we came by the way of the
"Although the girls complained
r.
· ·
c more, w 0 as ong 1 Suez Canal, Egypt, I taly, and
of having to live in a prison, as been the guide, philosopher and France," Miss Eckert answered
they called the school, and not friend to all earnest stamp collec- when asked if she remembered anyhaving as many privileges as the tors of Charleston, was unan~mou.s- thing about her trip to America
boys, they had good times just the ly chosen to be the first president "Incidentally, a missionary famtly
same. We were very critical of the of the Eastern Stamp club at its from Hindustan, India was on ~he
meals, which were not bad on the organization meeting on Saturday, sam e boat. In their family was a
whole. Whenever we saw the men December 3. Mr. w. L . Reid, an little girl of about my own age;
cutting the grass we predicted that alumnus of the college, was elected neither of us could speak English
there would be spinach for the next vice-president, Richard Atherton, She spoke Hindustan and I Benday.
secretary-treasurer, and Mr. Har- gali. However, we babbled to each
"I kept a kind of journal for old M. O'avins, faculty sponsor.
other during the entire journey
about a year and a half, but only
Mr. Cavins showed an interesting E'ven when I started to school I
during the weeks of school. I wrote collection of stamps bearing the pie- had trouble understanding English
it with the idea that in about fifty tures of wen known scientists. Cur- and still I sometimes place partiyears I should enjoy looking at iously enough, the stamp bearing the ciples at the end of sentences.
it again. It was in everyday, con- likeness of Mme. Curie is not from
"Before the trip over here I had
versational style, however; and. as France but from Turkey. Mr. Reid never seen more than two white

College Boys Spend Summer
Hitch-Hiking Together

I

I

I

Stamp Hunters
Organize Club

Simpson Relates
Western Travels

Earl Oliver, son of Mr. and JYirs.
Harold Oliver, of Charleston, who
won first place in both the Essay
and Book Criticism divisions of the
annual Literary Supplement contest.

Henry J. Arnold Buys
Home on Ninth Street·

"During our western hitch-hik.in17,
trip last summer we were stranded
only once for any length of time
and never were held up," said Paul
Simpson, student at Eastern as he
related som e of the adventurE>s that
he and Dean Davis had last summer, before the Geography c!ul::
Wednesday evening, December 7.
The geography of the states wl:h.:h
they p assed through was the major
part of Mr. Simpson's discussion.
Dean Davis, a student at E3.5t,ern
also presente!i a description and
some statistics of the Grand Ooulee
Dam, in Washington. Mr. Davis
gave a description of the Dam as it
will appear after completion; however, it will require at least two more
years to complete its constn ·.ction.
These students traveled through
the northern states on their journey to California, stopping in Montana during threshing season and
entering Canada for a short time
This trip approximately extcnJcd
over 15,000 miles.

Mr. Henry J. Arnold, manager of
---El8TC·--the text-book library, has purchased
the Mac Cochran home at 1707 Ninth
President Speaks
street. Mr. Arnold is still living at
.
1703 Ninth street, but plans to move . President Robert G . Buzzard was
to his new home during O'hristmas ~uest speaker for the annual meetmg of the Shelby County Farm Buholidays.
reau at Shelbyville on November 17.
"New Education for Farm Youth"
was
the topic of his speech.
ignorance," she stated quite emphatically.
"How about marriage? Would you
want to intermarry with ~mother
race," Miss Eckert was asked.
We invite you to inspect our
"Oh no, that's just good sense not
Newly Surfaced Bowling Alleys.
t o want to intermarry."
BOWL FOR HEALTH
"Would you like to go to India ?'"
Miss Eckert's steady gaze rested
CHARLESTON
upon t he table. She looked at her
questioner for some time before she
finally confided, "That is cne of
Wm. Winkleblack, Prop.
1
my greatest ambitions."

STUDENTS ....

I BOWLING ALLEYS

I~~~~is ~m m~~~~~~~ng~t~~~ ~~.N~~ Ir--------------:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~

reading. I did not consider poetry
seriously. I thought of it only as
writing in rhyme and meter.
I
have several pages of foolish little verse I wrote for entertainment. One of my friends and 1
used to choose a subject, write a
verse about it, and then compare
our rhyme.
Writes First Poem
"Once I wrote a Christmas poem
u

day covers of the new presi('!entrnl
series. The next meeting is to be
held on Saturday, January 7th, the
program to be provided by Mr
Muchmore. Any stamp collectors
interested in joining the club are
invited to contact any on~ of its
officers.
E•sTc

looked with apprehension at the
sailors, officers, and everyone else
for that matter. When we took a
train into interior America, I wa.c.:
overjoyed to see a negro por ter
and I dogged his footsteps from
one end of the train to the other. I
can still enjoy myself quite as much
with other races as I can with the
white race."
"You mean, then, that you have

warbler Requests
~ ~~m~ ~cyfu~
Votes fur Leaders oor~~aju~es?''

went well as I read it, Cit was
about Christmas shopping) unt il
! came to a stanza describing the
discomforts of the Christmas rush
in the stores. The teacher said
that stanza was out of place in
such a "pretty little poem." After
that, I forgot about poetry altogether, except to serve as a coauthor of a little ditty we called
our class poem. La.st term, we
were required in English to try our
poetic powers again. That is how
I came to write the sonnet.
"It used to be my ambition, and
the theme of my day dreams, to
teach a little rural school like the
one I attended. Considering the
difficulties involved, I decided that
a high school would be as interesting. Discouraged from attempts to
try the work of a public school, I
now consider teaching in some
school for the blind. Contrary to
opinion, however, those schools do
not want blind teachers, so I
shall consider myself lucky to find
a place anywhere."

STOP!

On CORNER of TENTH and LINCOLN
for Meats and Groceries
ALSO SCHOOL SUPPLIES

A. C. ADKINS GROC.
~---------------------------~

"Absolutely not; race prejudice is

0:----------------·

Each year eighteen campus leaders are chosen for representation in
the Warbler. This year a comprehensive list of all those people who
could possibly be called
campus
Optometric Eye Specialist
leaders was made out and sent to
FOR GLASSES
each faculty member and student
organization president with the re- Phone 28
South Side Square
quest that six names be checked .
Since m any of those lists were 1: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
not returned, an announcem ent was
m ade in chapel to the effect that
each faculty m ember and president 1
of a student organization should \
S
make a list of six candidates for
campus leadership. Pictures of the \
A FULL LINE OF SCHOOL
eighteen people who are given the
.,
most votes will appear in the 1939 1
SUPPLIES and NOTIONS
:
Warbler.
4th & Lincoln
Phone 422
---ElaTc---

RICKETTS

ICE CREAM
In Traditional Yule
Manner....

I

Fletcher'

It's the same good ice
cream you always get
when you buy Meadow
Golcl.-4lnd it comes in
attractive Christmas
moulds or bricks. It
will add an air of holiday festivity to the
meal, and the price for
a quart mould or brick
1s only

Grocery

Patronize your News advertisers.

Coles CountY's Largest Dept.Store

- - - C I STCO - - -

SAFETY EXPERTS WANT
EDUCATION IN SCHOOL
"Safety ducation is a social obligation, not at all confined to the
hop alone, but continually applica,ble in all forms of life," was a fact
brought out at the Industrial Arts
section meeting of the American
Vocational Association meeting held
at Hotel Jefferson, in St. Louis, Dec mber 2, 3. This meeting was att nd d by Ea.stem 's entire Industrial
Arts facul y, including Mr. W alter
A. Klehm, Mrs. Russell H. Land1s
Mr. John A. McClure and Mr. Shelby S. Shake.

~(JFs

•HOSIERY
UNDERWEAR
DRESS GOODS
HATS
COATS
DRESSES
SPORTS WEAR
MUSIC

35c

Welcomes You!

BRICK DESlGNS:
TREE
BELL
PLUM rUDDING
FROSTY FRUIT

You'll be surprised at the large stocks and
the quality we have. Every item of high
grade and guaranteed to be satisfactory.
Everything for the girl.
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to
render service at all times. Expert operator.

•

ALEXANDER'S

ORDERS MUST BE IN BY NOON
SAT., DEC. 24.

Meadow Gold Dairy

THREE NEW FORD CARS FOR 1939-- STYLE for the FUTURE to FOLLOW

McARTHUR

CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

MOTOR SALES

PHONE 666

SEVENTH AT MADISON
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Observes
Over Four Hundred Off-Campus
oor High School Training Alfredo
Planetary People
Students Get College Instruction
Causes Failures,' Says Beu
(Continued from Page Four)

an Receives Many Reasons
for Low Grades of Eighty
Fall Tenn Students
As a result of the grades obtai11at the end of the Fall Quarter
O or 12.5 per cent of the stude;.1t
dy are on probation or are dropd for the Winter Quarter. The
neral impression of the Dean ~md
e faculty is that many of these
udents did not obtain as good
ades as they are capable of acding to the results obtained from
e intelligence scores. The inease in students on the probation
t is due to the members of the
nior and freshman classes. In the
l of 1937 there were 80 students
10.8 per cent on the probation
dropped list. Seventy-three stuents who were here in the fall did
ot return. Of this numbcl', 2:?
ere either on probation or dropped
r poor scholarship.
Fall Quarter

A

I
I
na yzes F unkers

father worked hard for this land,
and I guess I ought to do the same,
so good-day to you."

Extends Service

Alfredo walked on musing to himself that it would be rather unpleasant to have a Lord or a father like
that. "They must have two Lords"
he thought, "and they must be at
war. One of them must have made
the beauty and the other the work
It seems as if the one who made
work is winning."
Soon he came to a town. After
half an hour of walking
through it, he was perturbed by the
constant hurrying of the people. He
shook his head sadly. He couldn't
Dean F. A. Beu
figure out why people should be in
such a frenzy, "Maybe an awful cata.strophe
has
happened,"
he
thought. So he went up to one of
the rushing persons and asked
"What has happened? Where are
you going in such a hurry?"
An art exhibit consisting of pro.
jects sponsored by the Milwaukee
The pe~son ,~ook as~ance ~t him,
Teachers college and the Milwaukee and replie~, Why Im gomg to
Board of Art Supervisors is now on work, I m~,ssed my bus and am
display in the North Art studio, and nearly late.
+t
"Not rushing t get t
or·k• 1
will remain there for the res., of he
.
o
. o w
· ·
week, accordi"ng to Mr. Frank M. What IS the matter with you? Are
Gracey, head of the Art depart·· the rest of these people rushing to
work, too? I can't understand it.
ment.
·
·
d
d
·
f
·
And
it's such a beautiful morning."
Convent1onallze
es!gns o vanous countries are shown in block
"Certainly we're hurrying to work
prints, and there are m any good Don't you realize we have to be to
examples of book bi!ld.ing and toy work on time. That's the way it is.
making, says Mr. Gracey. Anyone Who ever heard of anything else?
interested is invited to view the ex- Sure I'd have liked to stay in bed all
hibit.
morning, but I'm expected at the
o:•n
office at 8:30; so really now I must
run along."
Alfredo remained wondering as to
what kind of a place this was. "No-body seems to do anything they
All display cases, storage rooms want to around here," he thought.
and racks in the Industrial Arts de- "This must be an atrocious place to
partment were recently cleared o:f live. Well maybe it's different someall projects which have been left for where else. I think I'll go in here
the past few years. To utilize the and see what they are doing."
valuable project, the club t urned
He entered the building and nothem over to the American Legion. ticed a man reading a manuscript
who annually gi~es a party for thf I The man looked quite shocked and
less ~ortun~te children of the co~- , was making clucking noises with his
mun1ty. This car load of toys, cookie tongue. Alfredo approached hin1
cutters, book ends, flower stands and and asked, "What is the matter wi~h
many other miscellaneous articles that book that it makes you so diswill be distributed at their annual pleased?"
banquet party.
. "I'm
The man looked up and said,
o:1nc--certainly glad I found this book. I

Iabout

I

Milwaukee College
Exhibits Art Here

1938
1937
7
···························· O
iJ'uniors ·························· 9
11
~phomores .................. 26
23
89
45
eshmen
····················
The
number
of boys who a.re on
e 1938 fall quarter list exceeds by
wide margin the girls, as 85 or
:IJ5.4 per cent were boys and oniy 45
or 34.6 per cent were girls.
In talking with the students who
•ere placed on this probation llst
Dean F. A. Beu reports that they
gave the following causes for their
poor grades during the Fall quarter:
(1) Lack of preparation in high
school, especially in English ai1d
.science-25.2 per cent, (2) Lack of a
knowledge how to study- 14.4 per
cent, (3) Under-estimating the
amount of work ne<:essary to succeed
in college-10 per cent, ( 4) Lack of
study-8.2 per cent, (5) Absence
from class and late reports- 7 per
cent, (6) Indifference or dislike of
the subject--6.6 per cent, (7) La.ck
of mental ability-6.1 per cent. T i1e
other 22.7 per cent was accounted
for by miscellaneous reasons such
as ill health, too much work, pa.rticipation in extra-curricular activities, difficulties at home, lack of
proper food, financial worries.
Only Students' Words
"Although this is a subjective list
and we have only the students'
words for the causes that contrlbe
OX
(Continued on Page Ten)
ute to their failure to make better
<Continued from Page Four)
grades, it would be well worth the
time and energy of the people ir
greater. He not only wastes 30 ,
charge of the high · schools from
minutes of time during which he i
which these students came to note could say much more, but a 20 !
that 25 per cent of them gave as the minute talk dragged out over 50
cause for their failure, poor preparminutes loses its effect and often
ation in high school. A frequent put.s several students to sleep.
comment, especially on the part of
This writer agrees that unexcusEAT THREE
the boys, was that tpey were inter- ed absences from class should not
ested in "seeing that I stayed eligi- be permitted - that plain "skips"
SQUARES
ble to take part in some extra cur- or "cuts" should be discouraged by
A DAY FOR
ricular activity.' The two mentioned all means. But the writer also bemost frequently were athletics and lieves that an excused absence-an I
50c-60c
music," says Dean Beu.
absence for a valid reason should I
"Several student.s mentioned par- not be held against the student by I
ticipation in college intramural ac- lowering his grade or barring him Home of the 15c Plate Lunch
tivities, and club work as takL1g from the final examination.
too much of their time. I belteve
Lloyd Kincaid
OWNED and OPERATED
the day is not far distant when institutions of higher learning will re- . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - quire a B average for individuals
who take part in intramural activities as well as for participation in
Varsity athletics. Then, when th.ii:;
happens, credit will be given for
Save With a Meal Ticket
participation in intramural activiPAINTS, WALL PAPER
ties either by awarding a numeral
a.nd GLASS
•
or credit in physical education for
~~ BLOCK EAST OF CAMPUS
such activity.
419 Sixth st.
Telephone 993
"The Christmas holiday vacation
ON LINOOLN
begins on De<:ember 22 and ends on
January 1, 1939. It is hoped that
the students will get a good rest
and do all their loafing during
Christmas vacation in order to be
able to apply themselves more assiduously to their studies whE:n
school commences on J anuary 2,
1939," concluded Dean Beu.

I

I

IA Clears Away
Left Over I terns

Th S

oap

B

EASTERN

Mr. Bryan Heise

- ---

Foreign Languages
Reign at Party
Members of Le Cercle Frar.cais
residing at Pemberton Hall were
hostesses to the other members of
the 1 b
d t
11 F
·
L
cu an
a
oreigr.. ll.nguage classes at a Christmas party
held on Friday evening, December
16. Christmas carols were sung in
La t·m, Frenc h , an d G erman by the
group as a whole, accompanied by
Mr Wendell Otey
·
J·ane Stook ey sang
two French 1
carols, and Mr. Kevin Guinagh , of ,
the Foreign Language department,
collaborated with Jo•3 Zupsich in
singing "Jingle Bells"' in Slavic.
Then, Mr. Guinagh told an or iginal
Christmas story. Christmas greetings were extended in Latin by
Frances Pyro, in German by Brigetta Kuhn, in French by Robert
Hallowell, in Italian by Mr. Guinagh, and in Slavic by Joe Zupsich.
Miss Elizabeth Michael, of the Foreign Language department, acted
as Mistress of Ceremonies.
Following the program, refreshments were serv~d. Special guests
present were: Mr. and Mrs. Kevin
J . Guinagh, Misses Ruth Carman,
Anabel Johnson, Rut.h Dunn, Bea- 1
trice Yat es, and Mr. Wendell Otey.

°

For Up-to-Date

Extension courses from Eastern
State are now serving over 400 offcampus students, according to Mr.
Bryan Heise, director of extension.
Eighteen classes in fi fteen center ,
are being held this term and a variety of subject.s are c1fered.
Extension classes meet once a
week over a period of sixteen weeks.
Each meeting is for two and onehalf hours, including a r c~ period. Four quart er hours credit is
given for each course. The subjects
taugh t in each center are decided
upon by the students at their organiza tional meeting. Students desiring credit to apply to ither the
two-year or four-year course as well
as those interested only in professional growth may enroll. The
classes are held at nigh t o:r on Saturday so that teachers of the area
may attend.
All of the classes now in session,
with the exception of the newlyorganized class in Industrial Arts
taught on t he campus, will termin(Continued on Page Ten)

Meet Your
Friends At

• • •

The Little Campus
MEALS

LUNCHES
SANDWICHES
SALADS
COLD DRINKS
SMOKES

•
You Are Always
Welcome!

Shoe Repairing
try

Welton's Shoe Shop
Between 5th & 6th on Route 16

•
Walt Warmoth '40

STOP-N-EAT

!

I

Best Wishes to

Faculty and Students
for a
Joyous Holiday

By

C. C R O W D E R

Eastern Students

---r1aTo----

I

I

ALWAYS FRESH FRUIT and

VEGETABLES a.t

BEAUTY CADDY
by HARRIET HUBBARD AYER
Introducing the new
Beautifying Make-up
Film with Luxuria,Face
Powder, Skin Tonic
and Pink Clover Perfume. A very
special value.

Michael Gives Party
James Michael entertained Bet~.y
Lou Balls, Virginia Heinlein, Paul
Schneiter and Jack Anderson at hi-:
home, 875 Seventh street, Saturday .
evening, December 4.

.....

We extend an invitation to all Eastern stu·
dents to take advantage of the services ren·
dered by this institution.

$JOO

ROGERS w:~~:~N DRUG STORE
and LUNCHEONETTE

REA ONABLE PRICES

CHARLESTON FRUIT
STORE
PHONE 531

412 6th St.

CHARLESTON NATIONAL BANK

NEXT TO LINCOLN THEATRE
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Announces
Coach W. S. Angus
'Blues'
Whip
Sycamores Defeat Panthers WAA
'Rhythm in Sports'
Issues Track Ca.II
Eastern 40-26
In Close Struggle, 2 5 to 2 3
lndianian's Height P r ov es I
Fatal in Second Half; Hit
Hoop with More Success

Regains Form

"R hythm in Sports" is the theme
of the W AA Open H ouse t o be given on February 23 in !;i1e new gymnasium. Co-chairmen Esther Lumbrick and Jane Osborn a.re rlan n ing t he program so that a glimpse
of all sports included in the W AA
program will be given in the form
of a review. This review, however,
will be presented in a unique fashion. T he fact that all ~ports have a
certain amount of rhythm in their
movements will be recognized easily
in this review.
In past years, WAA open House
pr ograms have been among the highlights of t he school calendar. It is
the ultimate aim of W AA enthusiasts to have this year's Open House
join the ranks of the highligh t programs of this year. In addition to
the rhythmic review cf sports, the
annual All-Star vs. F a culty basketball game will again be staged at
this presentation on Februar y 21.
The All-Stax team will be composed
of the women who, through W AA
basketball season, have
proved
themselves superior in playing ability and sportsmanship.
Practices for the rhythmic portion of the program are held every
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings at
4:45 p. m. in the women's new gymnasium and da.n ce s~udio. These
practices are a p art of t he Open
House club. Attendance in thi.::i club
will serve as one credit toward earning a W AA letter.

On Tuesday, December J.3, Eastern's P anthers invaded
I ndiana
State T eachers college at Terre
H aute and came out on the short
end of a well-pla.yed, hard fought
game by a slim m argin of two
points, 25- 23.
The P a n thers, floor wor k and
p assing was far superior to th2t of
the S ycamores but their inabil.1ty t o
h it caused their defeat. In the last
half EI scored but eight points alt h ough they had many more shots
than I ndiana S t ate. The S ycamores utilized their shots, with J ulian and Mascari flipping in severaJ
pivot and long shots.
H enry, Jones Control B all
R ay Sudda rth
Herschel J ones and Paul Hem·y
Eastern's two alert g.uards, took the
ba ll from the Sycam ores again and
again only to lose the ball off their
own backboard.
Ray Suddarth returned t o his
form of last year and scored nine
points to lead Eastern. Bill Glenn p erry, H ayes E merge
m•
hit four free throws and a basket
ners in First Session
for six points, J ones and Henry had
three points each, and Bob Mirrus
Ten basketball games provided the
had a field goal to his credit.
curtain-raiser
for the winter term
Both teams played cautiously in
intramural
schedule
last week. Two
the first quarter trying to feel each
other out. Suddarth scored two games were played on We dnesday,
baskets and a free throw and Hen- Thursday, and Friday, and four
ry added a basket and a free throw games were played on Saturday. At teams to play on the same day. In
to put EI ahead 8-7 at the end of every contest, crowds of fans have the morning game, Perry's Top
the first quarter. The Panthers helped to make the contests more Notchers defeated Ed Hayes's squad
held Indiana state to three points exciting by their cheering.
in a close game, 33 to 30. Bressler
while they collected seven for themOn the opening night, Thursday, with 16 points again led his team to
selves in the second quarter. Glenn two games were played in the victory, while Paul Stine scored nine
flipped in three free tosses and a "Cracker Box"-Perry'3 team defeat- points for the losers.
basket, on a set up, and Mirus, sub- ing the Phi Sigs and Ed Haycs's
Culberson Conquers
stitute for Suddarth, scored a one- team defeating "Shorty" ChristophCulberson defeated Christopher's
hander to put EI out in front at er's team. In the first game, Joe group by 38 to 18, a.fter leading at
the half by a 15-10 margin.
Bressler, well-known Eastern feat- the half 20 to 8. Culberson scored
F inal Drive Too Much
ball player, displayed his ability at 18 points and "Buck" Harms scorThe Sycamores played a hard, fast basketbaJl by tallying 17 points for ed 12 to help their team come out
game in the third quarter. Julian, Perry's team to lead them in victory on top. In the second game in the
W ood, and Mascari accounted for over the Phi Sigs. Hollingsworth afternoon, the Fidelis defeated the
nine points and nearly overcame the was the outstanding player of the Lair 27 to 4. Jim Neal was the only
·
12 o· ts M Con member of the Lair team to enter
five-point lead held by Eas tern at losers, sc0 rmg
P m .
c
the half. Suddarth flipped in two nell, who has recently returned to the scoring column, scoring two field
baskets and Jones scored a free school, was the key m!l.n of the win- goals. ~aycox was thP. outstanding
throw to hold a 20-l9 lead. The ners. Final score-33-28.
player .m. this one-~i::l~d tilt, selPanthers could not maintain this
Hayes Wins Again
dom m issmg even difficult shots.
one-point lead and early in the
In the second gam e, Ed Hayes's
In the last game the Phi Sigs de fourth quarter Indiana state went squad defeated Christeipher's team feated "Chick" Pulliam's team, 25
ah ead 21- 20 on Smith's shot from 39 t o 20 to provide 21 meu a to 18. Hollingsworth and "Mickey"
underneath. Julian sank a free ch ance to display their ability in Cochran were t h e outstan din g pl::lyers for the winners, a.nd Jack Van
throw, M a.scar1· th en pu t the game the " Cracker Box"
away by scorin g a free throw and a
On Thursday night, a capacity Dyke, of Le'."1ston contmued to be
long basket bringing the score to ' crowd followed the teams scheduled the outstandmg teamma~e of Shear,
25-20 in favor of · Indiana state to play on that night to t he Si.riall- for the losers. She.ar. is a transJones connected with a thirty footer er gym in the n ew bujlding to see fer student from Illmo1s Wesleyan.
three minutes before the end of the two exciting games. In t he open- . Two hundred two men played
game to put EI in striking distance. ing game, "Chi~k". Pulliam's u:am m the ten games . to average
The P anthers controlled the ball defeated the Larr m a. close game, twenty men to a ~ame, an avbut were unable to hit the many 23 to 20. At the h alf, the win- erage of ten playmg men on
shots they had in the l ast few min- ners were leading, 9-7. The teams each of the I ntramural teams. It is
utes.
were very evenly matched and the hoped b y the ~a~ ~ana~ers t~at
lead was exchanged several times the number part1c1patrng will be mha.k.e Directs Team
during the contest. In the second creased as the season progresses. A
Coach Carson turned the team
game, the Fidelis defeated Harley schedule will be posted for the postover to Shelby S. Shake as Indiana
Culberson's
squad, 23-16. The score holiday contests this \\eek.
State is Mr. Shake's alma-mater.
at
the
h
alf
was 9-7.
Coach Carson was well pleased with
On
Friday
night, the Phi S igs dethe way in which Mr. Shake took
feated
Christopher
to wJn their first
charge and appreciated the gam e
game
and
Culberson
entered the
as an assistant.
win
column
with
a
victory
over PulLineup for Indiana State game:
lia
m
's
team.
These
games
were selINDIANA STATE
FG FI' TP
dom
in
doubt
as
to
t.heir
outcome,
at
W a tson, f. .. ........................ 0
O
O
the
Phi
Sigs
winning
27
to
11,
and
Mascari, f. .......................... 3
2
8
SHE LL SE RVICE
Julian, c. .. .......................... 4
1
9 Culberson coming out on top 33 to
22.
STATION
Brown, g. .. .......................... 0
O
0
Four
games
were
played
on
Sat.urI
Wood, g............................... 1
1
3
C. W. Boyer, Mgr. 6th & Madison
Smith, g. ............................ 2
1
5 day allowing all eight intramural ·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
0
0
Cleveland, g. .. ....................0
Totals ............................ 10
5 25
EASTERN
FG FT T P
Suddarth, f. ...................... 4
1
9
Mirus, f ...............................1
0
21
Glenn, f. .. .......................... !
3
5
Skidmore, c. ......................o
o o
Ferchow, c ......................... 0
o o
It is my pleasure to present a wide selection of the
H enry, g. .. .......................... 1
2
4
choicest fabrics and authentic fashions of suit ings and
Jones, g ............................... 1
1
3I
0
topcoatings for your approval and selection.
F earn, g ...............................0
O
Tota Ls .............................. 8
7 23 I
I CORDIALLY INVITE YOUR E ARLY
The officials for the game were :
J ensen and Crawley.
INSPECTION

Ten Games Open
IM Hoop Season
w·

Coach W. S. Angus called a meeting for all men interested in track
and field events, last Wednesday,
Suddarth's Scoring Gives EI December 14, a.f ter cnapel.. Coach
Cagers Lead in First Half
Angus explained to t.hose present
just what would be expected frnm
Held without a field goal for the each man. "T rack," he said, "'L:; an
first nine minutes of play, Millikin individual sport . You have no one
university slipped into a si e:idy on which to place the blame for
scoring stride from t.hat point on losing an event but yourself. To beand defeated Eastern last S <Aturday come a good track man, training
night, December 17, at the A:-mory, and conditioning is imperative. If
40-26. It was the se.::0nd game of a man cannot give up a few ·. f his
the season for the Big Blue :md bad habits and set his mind upon
their first vict ory.
becoming a winner he deserves no
Sparked by Ray Suddarth, the place on a track team. The outPanthers dominated play early in come is up to the individual alone."
the game. Three baskets by SudS everal of the lar ge number of
darth a.nd two free throws gave men who turned out for the meetCharleston an 8- 5 lead. Coslet hit ing, checked out equipment and
from the side but Skidmore looped started training in the gym. Trainin a pivot shot. Fischer slipped I ing of a serious n'lture began
under the basket for a short one, this week with eight workouts and
Glenn made a free t hrow and Min- calisthenics.
ick's two baskets m ade it 13-11.
Fischer's long basket and a free
0
throw by Taylor boosted it t o 16-11 Oglesby, g . .................................... ()
6
before Suddarth added a free Loss.
T otals ..................................... .17
Two goals by Fischer and one by EASTERN (26)
FG FT
Musso made it 21-12 at halft ime. Suddarth, f. ................................5
2
After no scoring in the early Devore, f . ...................................... 1
O
pa.rt of the second half, Mirus made Glenn, f .......................................\)
1
a free throw. Fischer and Devore Mirus, f .........................................0
1
scored baskets and then Fischer Miller, f. .. ....................................0
O
sent Millikin out to a 27-15 lead Skidmore, c ................................ 1
0
with two quick goaJs. Ferchow Fercho\v, c ...................................2
3
sank two one-handed shots spaced Jones, g . ........................................ 0
0
by Coslet's basket and it was 29-18 Henry, g . ......................................0
1
with eight minutes to go. Fischer Day, g.......................................... 0
0
and Ferchow converted free throws
Totals ........................................9
8
and then Musso and Ic"'erchow con nected. Coslet slipped under the
Officials : Gibbs (Springfield> and
basket for an easy basket but Sutherla nd (Bloomington).
Suddart h's goal cut the score to
"' ' sTc
36-23. A free throw by Minick
When planning your purchases,
was followed by Sudclarth's flfth read the News ads for guidance.
basket. Coslet scored, FeTchow
added a free throw and Hendrick's free pitch ended the scoring. '
MILLIKIN (40)
FG FT
Coslet, f. .. ......................................4
1
Taylor, f. .. ....................................0
1
See Us for Christmas Trees,
Musso, f ....................................... 4
1
Candies and Nuts.
Feldman, f . ................................. 0
o
0
Gilman, f . .................................... 0
Minick, c. .. .................................... 2
1
YOU'LL LIKE TO TRADE
Hendricks, g............................... 0
1
AT WERDEN' S
Fischer, g ..................................... 7
1
'1

I

I
I

WERDE N'S GRQC.

I

I
I

L

•

•

I

•

I

I

•• and NOW You Can Afford It •• Since
this Sensationally Performing 1939

I Courteous Service
Quality Products

It's Topcoat Time!

COSTSONLY

$11.95
CONVENIENT
TERMS

Model BM-206'

5· Tube c1nc1. Ballast Tube) AC-DC - ·Gets American
Broadcasts and Police Calls-Features the Famous

"MIRACLE TONE CHAMBER"
You will be amazed a t the beauty of TONE. the
bell-like CLARITY. the POWER and the extraor·
di11lary SELECTIVITY of this astonishing little

- - -111':18TC- - -

FIDELIS, P E RRY IN T IE
FOR INTRAMURAL LEAD
Team

EARL SNYD ER

Won Lo t Pct .

Fidelis ............................ 2
Perry's ............................ 2
. Phi Sigs .......................... 2
Culber on ...................... 2
Hayes .............................. 1
.Pulliam ............................ 1
Panther Lair ................0
Christopher ..................0

O

o
1
1
1
2
2
3

1.000
1.000
.666
.666
.500
.333
.000 I
.000

I

TAILOR

A LTERA TIONS and REP A IRING

Charleston's Most Complete
Furniture Store

610 Sixth Street

WITMER FURNITURE CO.

PHONE 884 or 404

CHARLESTON

406 SIXT H ·

CHARLESTON
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Harriers Close
Successful Season

FARRAR

SEEING
by
.Johl1

Farrar
"Farrar Seeing" wishes to !nark
return to the sports department
of the News with a statement of
editorial policy and certain attitudes
hich this department possesse~ .
In regard to editorial policy, we
shall endeavor to follow the followJng axioms:
1. We shall print the truth relative to any phase of athletics ·.vhich
comes under the scrutiny of yow·
columnist.
2. Any reasonable expression of
individual opinion wm be printed
1n this column. Individuals who
wish to have their information or
opinion aired in this column should
address them to Farral" Seeing and
drop them in the News box. Please
sign your name or names to these
ives.
3. We shall endeavor to cooperate to the greatest extent with
the Athletic departmen!: of the college. Any of the coaches are cordially invited to make any announcements
statements,
etc.,
through this column.
4. We shall maintain an attitude
of strict neutrality when any mention is made concerning the student
body or any individual of that
group. No organization will dominate this department.
We have prewously menLioned
certain attitudes whict. this column
possesses. First, we shall consider
carefully all the infor:nation which
we print. If we are proved wrong
on any count, however, we ,5 hall
promptly admit this error through
your column. Once a statement of
editorial nature is made, it will endure. There will be no restrictions.
Now, having taken our stand, we
shall proceed to perfo1m our func+i ns as your sports columnist.
ow that the state of

WILL ROGERS------=-•

Eastern's harriers closed their season last week when Coach w. S. Angus received the second-place trophy from the IAAC for winning second in the meet helrt at Normal.
Coach Angus was well pleased with
the showing of his team, although
they had a rather mediocre season.
Men who won letters In er osscountry running for the season were:
Earl Anderson, who is a junior and
a brother of the former EI crosscoun try star, Bob Anderson; Charles
Fora, freshman from Lawrenceville;
Maurice Cutler, freshman from Ashmore; Harold Lee Hayes, ::'reshman
from TC ; and John Farra.r, junior
from Mattoon. Farrar had the honor of captaining the team.

TODA Y-WED.-THURS.-

.squad of men working out in preparation for a number of the large
relay meets which take place prior
to the outdoor season.
It is rumored that there a.re a
number of talented freshmen available for this service.
As the basketball season ~wings
into its crucial stages, it is fitting
and refreshing that we review a few
of the valious "Bowl" football gam.es
to be played New Year's Day.
The Rose Bowl, of course, grabs a
big share of the spotlight. Duke
and Southern California. will engage
in a bitter battle, but the power of
USC will more than offset the individual prowess of Duke's brilliant
Eric Tipton.

New Orleans' Sugar Bowl will partially dim the spotlight on the Pasadena contest when Texas Christian
tangles with Carnegie Tech. Here
the public will see why TCU w~ not
invited to the Rose Bowl when Davey O'Brien, Ki Aldrkh, et al, get
underway against Tech.
The Sugar Bowl won't be very
sweet for the Texas Aggies when
Oklahoma. U. squares {lff with them
at Dallas, Texas. Oklahoma has an
underrated team, which is really
one of the greatest in the nation.

,

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

SUN.-MON.-

hysteria

eh preceded and followed the

ory of our Panther cagers over
them Normal in the initial game
be played in the new gym has
ed, let us take stock of the recof the team.
ollowing that 49-36 triumph over
them. Coach Carson's c;quad has
to Indiana State 25-23, and to
· ·n 40-26. While not wishing
alibi the cause ofthe EI Quint, it
Id be said in their behalf that
team ha.s not had much luck in
ing the hoop. It is: our opinion
t wh,en this luck changes, a.nd it
the opponents of Eastern will
very, very sad. Let us hope that
reversal of form takes place
n we play Washingt.on Uuiver' December 30, or most certainly
n the "Scarlet Horde" from IlliSta.te Nonnal is encountered.

CAMPBELL'S

SHOE SHOP
POLISHES and DYES

t South of Square on 7th St.

Tony MARTIN-Adolph MENJOU- Jack HALEY
Arleen WHALEN-Jack OAKIE-Binnie BARNES

BE BACK IN TIME FOR OUR BIG

•
Bakers

NEW YEAR'S EVE
MIDNIGHT SHOW

of Charles-

ton's Leading Bread,
Fancy Pastries

and

Rolls.

•

repare ....
r the holiday season by having
your shoes rebuilt at

"Thanks for Everything"

KEITH'S
BAKERY

ack Coach W. S. Angus has a

HATS - HORNS
SERPENTINES
NOISE MAKERS

Special Orders
* Solicited! *

GIANT NEW YEAR'S CLOCK ON SCREEN

We Have Just Installed Our Own Up-to-Date
Cleaning Plant

also

CLEANING-PRESSING-REPAIRING

SCHEIDKER CLEANERS

I

ANDFURRIERS

!

East of Campus, 710 Lincoln

PHONE 234·

I

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1

C-0-A-L-!

I

Save on Your Winter's Fuel

I

CALI,

BOWER
509 VAN BUREN

MAT. 25c- EVE. 30c

&

TINNEA
PHONE 348

I
I

BIG FEATURE PICTURE
and SPECIAL SHORT SUBJECTS

Welcome In the New Year
AT THE WILL ROGERS

SATURDAY, DEC. 31, 11:30 P. M.-40c

Wednesday, December 21, 1
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Frank Lord, Writer, Lawyer
Gives News Journalists Tips
Amateurs Hear Tales of Af .. Reporter Sleuths Letter
fairs in Underworld, of Hol- From Movie-Struck Girl
lywood Celebrities
..• Too, Too, Too!

Evanston Sends
Driving Rules

Alfredo Observes
Planetary People
(Continued from P age Seven)

C

•
•
Men Aviation Club

I omm1ttee Denies

Mr. Heise Directs
Off-Campus Service

REME'M BER ...

Art Craft Studio

==============

I

WELCOME ....

NEW E LL'S

GOODWIN BROS.

·~~~~~~~~~~~~

the IDEAL gift
.••• is an article much wanted but

'

not purchased by the person for
their own use for some r eason or
other.

THE IDEAL GIFT We Suggest

•

IS- -

LADIES' EVENING

SANDALS

HICKOK BELT SE T
• Two gifts in one. A
smartly styled belt set by
Hickok in a finely designed
cigarette humidor. The belt
is Caribou grained cowhide.
Hanqsome Hickok-plate
buckle i s attrac- t_ively initialed.

PRICES FROM

An d the ones we offer are just like
the girls have dreamed a bou t , especially beautiful-

·~--------------------~'

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER
•

Irene McWilliams '41, who sta
at Pemberton Hall, exhibited an
sold a baby beef at the Elevenrh A
nual Four-H Boys and Girls rlu
show in East St. Louis December
and 9. Mi.ss McWilliams's home
near Virden.

From Evanston , recognized by
surely can't allow this to be print- safety authorities as the sa!est city
in the world, today came "Winter'~
ed."
"And why not?" queried Alfredo. Seven Safety Suggestions" for mo"Why it i.5 lewd, lascivious and tori.sts, according to John Pier. lo.;aJ
vulgar. We cannot allow our mor- student in charge of Eastern's d ·ivgaged and before you ordinaril
als to be corrupted by putting such ing clinic.
a book as thi.5 on the market. It is
Judge Harry H. Porter, chief jus- would in dry weather-and don
absolutely immoral."
t ice of municipal court and p1esi- depend on your horn because oth
Alfredo picked up the manuscript dent Of the Safe Winter Driving car windows may be closed and scm
glanced at the questionable passage League, listed practical safety meas- drivers (especially in country) we
and continued reading. After a while ures for coming blizzards as follows: ear muffs.
7. Exercise greater caution ger.
he said, "Why this 'is a wonderful
1. Test brakes for simultaneous
erally
and open car windows occ
book. This is much better writing gripping.
than r have ever done. 1 cannot
_2. Check condition of windshield ionally to prevent windows fogf:in
up and, in old cars, possible dan
see anything objectionable in it. You wiper, defroster and tire chains.
see, I do n ot know that there are
3. Travel at les~ than mode~·ate ger from carbon monoxide gas.
Remember: "An ounce of preven
moral and immoral things."
speeds on _snow or ice covered h1gi1The critic threw up hi.s hands in wa_ys or city streets and watch for tion is worth a pound of cure."
The Evanston safety record in
horror. "You get out of here !" he children. OD: sleds.
4· Shift m.to second gear for more eludes not a single traffic death tl ·
shouted. "Get out! I won't talk to
such an immoral person as you. Ev- g_radu~l b~akmg on snow or ice, pa.r- yea~, and three times winning of th
erybody knows what's immoral. It ticu~aily if not safeguarded by tire National Safety Council's award
"the safest city." It is t he home o
just is, that's all, it just is."
chams.
5· Take curves slowly and don't Northwestern University's Institu
Alfredo left muttering to himself
"I have never met such discourt.eous t~y to pass cars ahead of you o~ of Traffic Safety which instruc
or narrow minded people in any of ~ills or curves. Descend steep hi1k police and public officials of num
th
.
m second gear if icy
erous states in modern safety an
e seven universes or twelve sub· .
,
.
. A
6
planetary bodies. r don't like this
pply brakes with clukh e!1- traffic.
place ! Maybe this is the place
where the sinful people of Monte go fully realize the importance of thi.s
when they die. They said it was a problem, but as a possible logical sohorril:>le place, and I'il bet this is it 1 lution why _don't you teach the right
"Ah! Now, tfle people here must hande~ children to tie their right
FACULTY AND
be more intelligent than the rest shoe first and the left banded ones
STUDENTS
of these people, because this i.s the the left shoe first."
You Can Get Get Your
university. The people around the
"By J ovel He's got it!" cried one.
STANDARD
OIL PRODUCTS
university will undoubtedly have s
"Magnificent idea!" echoed the
and
TIRE
REPAIRING
much different attitude than these other. "We'll put a student to work
other people I have met." so he en- 1on that at once for his Ph. T. He
at
tered one of the buildings. He saw J ought to be able to finish it within
two pompous looking men engrossed a year· My friend, we are extremely
SERVICE STATION
in a serious discussion. After waich- grateful to you for your excellent
ing them a while his curiosity over- suggestion."
Ten th & Lincoln
PHONE 358
came him and he interrupted them.
~s Alfredo left them he was great"Sirs, what is it that is so important ly m doubt about the sanity of these · - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -'•
as to demand much intense concen- ~ople. "It must be horrible to live
tration?"
m a place where everything is so
They looked at him gravely. one in~ernally important. You would
of them cleared his throat impres- tbmk they had the idea they were
sively and said, "My friend, it is a ~he G?ds' chosen people. I'm leavproblem that has perplexed u.5 for mg thlS place at once."
years. We cannot decide WhP,ther . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
we should teach children to tie Lheir
right shoe first or their left one.
GROCERIES
Even our scientific approaches have
Store of Per90na1 Service
resulted in many different results·
Home of Charleston's Slnging
so you can realize the quandary w~
Delivery Wagon
are in at the present."
416
Sixth
Phone 282
"Gentlemen," replied Alfredo, "I
1

Mr. Frank LoTd, son of Eastern's
This letter was sleuthed from
Yvonne Schaper of Pana, a resiformer President, Mr. Li\fingston C.
Lord, entertained members of Sigma
dent at Pem Hall. She bas also
Delta at an informal meeting at the
received a letter from Bing Croshome of Mr. Franklyn L . Andrews
by .
last Wednesday evening, December
Dear Miss Schaper:
14, with stories of his experiences
Many, many thanks for the
as writer, lawyer, Police Commiskind words about our "Joe Densioner of New York City, meniber
nis."
of the New York Paro1~ Board, and
I appreciate you, an d h ope you
will want to see "S pawn of the
recent guest in Hollywcod.
North" and will like "Tyler DawMr. Lord told of many criminal 1
son"
as well. We need letters
cases, emphasizing the difficulty of
such
as
yours here in Hollywood
arriving at any stand-pa.t decision
be
assured.
on the best way of dealing with an
More thanks and very best
criminals. When asked about Mr.
wishes
to you.
Lewis E. Lawes, ward n of " Sing
Yours,
Sing" prison and author of the wellGEORGE RAFT.
known "Twenty Thousand Years in
We
appreciate
you, too, Mr.
Sing Sing," Mr. Lord told of recomRaft-too,
too
much!
mending Mr. Lawes to Governor Al
Smith, revealing that he was probably instrumental in Lawes's a,ppointment as warden of Sing 5)ng,
which followed immediately.
"Use as few adjectives as possi(Continued from Page One)
ble and be sure that those you do
use are properly used," was Mr. school policy which avoids the mixLord's advice to writers. He asked ing of student activities with genthe group when the adjective "per- eral commerdal ventures.
fect" should be used. Reba Gold"The committee carried its recsmith suggested the "perfect circle," ommendation and an outline of its
with which Mr. Lord agreed and discussion to President Buzzard, who
pointed out that it is only as a approved it, and requested the commathematical expression that such mittee to notify officially the meman adjective should be used.
"Keep writing papers and throw- be;.s o~ the _club.
.
ing them in the waste basket until ,
This action does n ot m any way
you have written so!nething with ~ttempt to prevent the formation
which you, yourself, are satisfiecl," ~n C~arlestoi: of sue~ clubs as are
was his parting shot on good "rit- m _exIStence m Bloommgton, Chaming.
paign, and other cities, nor is it intended to prohibit student.<.> from
---EISTC-accepting membership in such clubs.
They are strictly community affairs
over which the colleges which happen to be located in the towns attempt
no supervi.5ion and for which
(Continued from Page Seven)
they claim no responsibility.
ate sometime in January. Second- , ".As a matter of fact, the idea of a
term classes will then be organized ~ymg clu~ located in Charleston
off-campus wherever t,here are 20 fmds considerable interest on the
or more students desirmg to e1iroll, ~art of s~me faculty members. It is
and on-campus where there is no Just possible that if a club really
certain number of students requir- became a going concern as a city
ed.
not a college organization, faculty
Extension classes for 1he Iirst term members might be seen among the
were as follows: Hi.story 235, at Al- club m embers."
bion, Mr. William G. Wood: Art 351,
.,,,.Tc
on campus, Mr. Frank Gracey; HisQuarterly tryouts for the Easttory 346, on campus, Mr. Donald Al- ern Concert Band, under the directer; Industrial Arts 131, on campus, tion of Mr. Eugene K. Asbury, beMr. Russell H. Landis ; Industrial gan Monday, December 19. 'I·e sts
Arts 225, at Effingham, Mr. Merlin for the clarinets were the only
R. Wagoner; Education 344, at Law- ones finished.
---l:ISTC--renceville, Mr. Bryan Heise.
Helen Cummings '41, of Danville,
Geography 448, at Hillsboro, Mr. attended the Beta T heta Pi fraternG. David Koch; Geography 130, at ity formal dinner-dance in ChamMarshall, Mr. Koch; Speech 345, at paign December 17.
Mattoon, Mr. J. Glenn Ross; Education 344, at Mt. Carmel, Mr. Heise;
Education 344, at Newt0n, Mr. Heise:
History 235, at Olney, Mr. Glenn H.
Seymour; History 235, at Par is, Mr. . . . you can have your Xmas
Wood.
gift photographs made from
Industrial Arts 225, at Paris, Mr. your Warbler picture at a subWagner; Government 447, at Robin- , stantial saving.
son, Mr. Charles H. Coleman; Education 447, at Shelbyville, Mr. William Zeigel; Education 447, at TusTODAY
cola, Mr. Arthur U. Ed.wards; EduPHONE 598
cation 344, at Vandalia, Mr. Heise. F. L. RYAN

Irene McWilliams '41
Sells Beef in St. Lou·

at FIVE and SIX dollars
INVAAT'S ·

BAOWNbiitSHOE
STODE
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NOW ONLY
$37.50
Formerly $47.50
A real saving in an excellent typewriter.
Come in and look it over.

KING BROTHERS
BOOK & STATIONERY STORE
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s Boats
n the River

Dos Rathous, Berlin

First Place in Art Division
By Delmar N ordqu.ist

Old Nose's
Last Story
Speed is Jlis Life, But Ile
Can't Keep Pace

Subtley Told Story of
A Forgotten Father

Second Place in Short Story
Division

F irst 'Place in Short Story
Division

''o

BY DOROTHY GRAHAM
HOO - 00 - 0000 - EEE." The
loud voiced siren over the boiler room shrieked lts raur.ous but
come call. Noon. From scattered shops,
ds and gardens the inmates of the
m," watched closely by khaki-clad
ards, headed for th e m ess hall a nd chow.

"No dice, Barney," said 'bhe guard. He
s still smiling and lie laug0li.ed, not ,undly, even as he s - yed his aged p ri&ons progress with a perem torily; lifted
nd. "It's dinner tim e or some peopl'e
t it's just 12 o'clock for you. The Warn wants the tap-root of that old jackk for a leg for your dining t a ble. I'll
relieved soon, but you'll have tr· st.ay
r e and dig up that stump or starve."
Old "Barney" stopped short at the sound
the guard's commanding voice and setd back into the position he had held. for
urs. His lips parted as if he would speak
t he turned away silently. Again s lowris'ing, he picke up a spade Ixin~ nea y
d sullenly st¥t'eji diggin
m 1l soil
round the blacken ed stump.
Also in silence, the guard watched
rge. Ther e 'Was questioning am eme
the guard's glance; a. wondering halfile o.. .t.....h. lips, the look of a man who
•
b u t d oesn't
some 11 '· t incongruous
te k no~. wh a
is or why it doesn't fit.
methmg about t..rn.- Id hobo did catch
hold attention. Ta?1, but. stoopea and
-shapen; shaggy gray l:fair, showing only
race of the flaming color and the wave
t must once have made it attractive; a
tic face, deeply lined by dissipation and
rred in drunken bra ls.

...- ,

---

i •

ERE WAS a confirmed bum and a
pan-handler wit a reputation for
laziness, drunkenness ..and troubleStill, in the level ~·l ance of the
<Continueq on Page Three)

oronation
Second Place in P oet ry
Division
BY GH.ACE G. THOMPSON
searching through my heart today,
I found Someone who looked like
you,
Someone said, ''I've come to
stay!"
Insisted that he meant it, too.
e threshold marked "Here Enters
Love,"
Till now remained unworn and
fair,
t Someone I am thinking of
Today had left his footprint ther·e.
en I peeked in the vestibule
Where I had glimpsed this New
Love·s face,
saw how even now his rule
Improved and dignified tbe place.
e friends I ifeared would have no
room
When in my heart Love came to
reign
re just the very tenants whom
LoV'e asked with fervor to remain.
t Jealous'ies and Hatreds, foes
Too long my heart had h arbored
there,
e Slanders, Dowbts, and Troubles,
those
I could not search out anywhere.
ew then~Love bad come to be
Of me a necessary part,
d so, withdrawing gratefully,
I bade him welcome to my heart.

1(\

De Best Bargains in de V orld
First Place in Essay Division-By Earl Oliver

I

F YOU ARE ONE Of those indiv1dnals

who has a very sensitive stom a.c which
is easily u pset, it is a dvisable that you
st ay away from the Ghetto. For if you venture to explore its depths, it is almost certain that the Tepul.sive stench 'Of decaying
vegetation which arises from here and
there will have a disastrous effect 'On you,
possibly r esulting in a complete loss of
your day's m eals, to say notliing of your
m or ale; becau.se the Ghet to in Chicago does
not a ppeal to people accustom ed to the refinements of life. Her e t h ere is a definite disregard for the aesthetic, and a heaTty
contempt for the beautiful. Consequently,
the atmosphere of the Ghetto is of a rather sord'id character , which, coupled with
the poverty which r uns r ampant in t h e
locale, gives one an indefinable sensation,
running between nausea and disgust.
Sunday afternoon is the best time to visit
the Ghetto, as it is J ewish marke~ day.
The Ghetto is dominated by Jews, who
compete with Italians and Greeks for
commercial supremacy. The chief enter prise of the Ghetto is the selling of m er chandise.
The gusto with which the m erchants
attempt to dispose of their goods is ';urprising to one who is not familiar with Jewish methods of trade. Here the en ti:lusiastic shopkeepers move a large portion
of their merchandise outside the store,
where they try to persuade, in their most
persuasive tones, the prospective customer
to take advantage of the unusual values in
the merchandise. In their zeal to serve
the customer they often r esort to for c.e in
order to get him inside the store. Once
inside, the shopper is forced to subra lt to
a variety of high pressure selling which
is unsurpassed in the business world.
However, the more colorful shops in the
Ghetto are those which line the st!·eet .
Narrow Maxwell street is crowded on both
sides with makeshift stalls, r endering the
street practically impassable. These quaint
stalls remind one of what the medieval
fair must have been like. Much of the
merchandise offered for sale in the stalls
often bears the identifying price tag of

reputable Chicago retail stores, which the

uns crupulous vendors have neglected io remove. I t is said t h at a great deal of t he
merchan dise offered for sale in the Ghetto
is made up of stolen goods.
Most of the m erchandise is n aturaily of
inferior quality, as much of it h as been
used before . However, pa.:d of the stolen
wares is often of good quality, and it is
possible for the wary and experienced
shopper t o pick up a, bargain occasionally.
Like the m erch andise t h at t h ey sell, t he
merchants in the Ghetto are somewha t
t he worse for wear. I have spent a r.onsiderable amount of time studying many
faces in this section. By t he attitude of indifferen ce which can be seen in some faces,
it is easy to understand that this depressing life in the Ghetto has warped many
an outlook toward life. On the other
lContinued on P aige Four)

Sonnet
First Plaoe 1n Poetry
Division
BY JOANNA LEVITT
Disgusted with the crowding vanities
In which men swallow up their precious days,
I longed my pent-up spirit to appease
By loosing it upon a sonnet's phrase;
But words, I felt, rb y that stern rhyme
refused,
I had to change with disappointed slgh
Until my thoughts, distorted and
abused,
Weakly, I saw upon the paper lie.
And then on Shakespeare·s powerful
lines I strayed;
My straining heart found freedom in
their might :
'·How beautifully has this poet said
The very feelings I have tried to
write."
I tossed my crude, forgotten lines
aside ;
Shakespeare had said it; I was satisfied.

BY EDWARD WEIR

LD NOSE," veteran reporter of
the Mohawk Daily Chronicle, sat
hunched over his typewriter in
the City Room, alternately pecking painfully and muttering to himself when one
of his two forefingers landed on the wrong
key.
He had never become accustomed to those
blasted machines. Up until just a few
weeks ago, he had turned in all of his
copy in longhand. But now, with the advent of the new C. E ., things had changed.
Old Nose had been informed that he must
forego his faithful pencil in favor of a
typewriter.
And everything else, Old Nose discovered .
had been or would be similarly changed.
"If we are to keep the Mohawk Daily
Chronicle up to modern standards," t he
new C. E. had said in one of several speeches
to his employees, "we must design our
work along the lines of greater efficiency
and speed."
Speed! Speed! Speed! It seemed that
speed was all that mattered any more. Old
Nose had been used to a certain type of
speed all his life. But this new streamlined, two-hundred-mile-per-hour speedit was too much. It bewildered him. It
made him feel as he did on Sunday afternoons when he rattled along in his little
Model A with flashy new cars zipping past
him.
He tried to orient himself to these conditions, but it was hard. It meant the reforming of lifetime habit.s- a difficult task
for a man on the very shady side of fifty.
It had made him very indignant when
the new C. E. had inferred one day that he
was becoming a bit too old for news hawking. Of course he had only reminded Nose
that he was eligible for pension if he cared
to retire. But he could . read between the
lines. He recognized the hint--and it made
him mad. That ygung puppy! Why, he
had broken his first big J$tory before that
guy had broken his first bottle.
Yet deep ·in his heart. Old Nose realized
the truth. He was no longer the young
Nose who had cracked the Miller-Freeman
case, who had blasted the city wide open
with his exposure of the rotten Williams
administration, and had caused the arrest of racketeer Steve Kaproni by a story
which linked that individual with t he
murder of Johnny Vane. He was no longer the s tar reporter; he was just Old Nose
- a hack-a has been-waiting for the time
when h e would be forced out of the game
by some young fellow who had been designed for t he least possible air-resistance
since the day he was born.
That is-he had been waiting until two
weeks ago, when, in the morning, h e had
found on his des k a letter which had expressed "the management's sincere and
warmest appreciation for his fine services"
in very lengthy words, but had finally come
to the point by stating that he was two
years past retirement age and was being
asked to resign' on a monthly pension.

A

T FIRST OLD NOSE had been angry, then deeply hurt, and at last
became resigned to the philosophical
attitude that he had lived his day- lived
it to the fullest. Now it was someone else 's
turn.
Yet, even though he told himself t his.
his old heart ached at realizing it was all
over. All those glorious years; the hours
of writing with the heat of the chase in
his blood; the still-lingering thrill at seeing his story on the front page; the noise
of the presses; the smell of ink, the friends
and enemies he had made, the laughs and
heartaches, the humdrum thmgs, the great
things, the tragedy, the comedy- all that
was past and gone. Today was his last
day. Tomorrow his desk would be occupied by a youngster - a youngster with
speed.
Oh well, anyway he would have plenty
of time to write that book he had intended writing all his life. Old Nose knew
that this was a lie- a lie that he tried to
comfort himself with. After his helter-

(Continued
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Introvert's Hegira
(Continued from Page Three)
according to the directions given him the
previous night by his host.
The lumber camp required a brisk walk
of thirty minutes to reach. One approached it through a dense forest, and came upon it suddenly in a l1Uge clearing. Mr. McSwilch went to a small cabin at one :;ide
of the main building, opened the door and
walked in. A man attired in khaki clothing was seated behind a large, old-fashioned desk, going through some papers. He
did not look up immediately, but after a
few seconds he looked up and said, "Well,
what do you want?"
Mr. McSwilch took advantage of his
newly gained self-confidence, and replied
"I want a job, sir."
At first the manager (for the man surely was the manager of the camp, Mr. McSwilch thought) was a bit skeptical about
giving Mr. McSwilch a position, and he
talked occasionally about poor economic
conditions and about the condition of the
trees, and about various other things. At
last, however, he informed Mr. McSwilch
that he thought he might be able to use
him. But remember: he must work hard
and steadily all the time, for these were
the two requirements of a lumberjack.
M. McSWILCH'S first day in the
lumber camp was one whicll he
never forgot. He had never r ealized his potential ability in the art of felling a tree, and by the end of the day he
was fairly skilled at this task. But what
was even more surprising to him was the
ease with which he mingled with his fellow workers.
Of cours e, Mr. McSwilch was nearly dead
from fatigue when the time came to quit
for the day. He was hardly able to urag
himself to the supper table. Consequently
when he was seated at the table he ate
quite slowly. All at once most of the men
jumped up from the table and went towa:rd their bunks. This strange action
puzzled Mr. McSwilch, who was just gett ing a good start on his meal. Immediately after the men had left the table, the
Chinese kitchen-boy began clearing the
table and carrying the dishes to the kitchen.
Mr. McSwilch continued with his meal, until the Chinaman said to him in scathing
sarcasm : "No use table for gossip pl;\ce.
No take all night eat food! "
Mr. McSwilch regretfully left the table
and retired to his bunk for the night.
which was the custom of the men, though
it was only seven o'clock.
The days which succeeded Mr. McSwil::h 's
memorable first day in the lumber \!amp
brought witn them much pleasure. Although his companions were na~urally
quite crude in their manners and culture,
Mr. McSwilch found them extremely agreeable persons with whom to associate. 'l'he
men in turn soon became attached to Mr
McSwilch, whom they humorously referred to as the "Backwoodsman," and Mr
McSwilch's adjustment to his new environment was complete.
Many nigh ts before he went to sle~p he
thought of his old self. Many times in the
woods he remembered his maddening existence in Chicago. Whenever he thought
of these things he congratulated fate in
prompting Miss Finch to give him that
furious tongue-lashing which moved him
to revolt and to a discovery of his real self.

M

De Best Bargains
In de Vorld
(Continued from Page One )
ha nd, t here a re t hose faces which r eflect
an almost naive enjoyment of the life that
surrounds them. These faces, however ,
are few in number.
UT DOMINATING all th e discernible personalitie~ in_ these peo?le is
shrewdness. which LS a conspicuous
characteristic of the J ew. These merchants
know that in order to combat the skepticism of the prospective buyers t hey must
use the shrewdest strategy and the most
advantageous methods of persuasion in
their knowledge. And when these resources
are combined with a wheedling voice whi:::h
ts well lubricated wilh the oil of flattery,
the possibility of a sale L-; at its peak.
These methods are the secret of how the
Ma xwell street market man ages to exist.
A visit to the Ghetto is not complete
unlc..c;s the wizened Yiddish fortune-teller
1.s consulted about one's future. In English which is broken and hardly anderstandable, it is revealed that a happy and
prosperous outlook is in s tore for one
which knowledge affords one a great deal
of solace.
Memories of the Ghetto are vivid, and
remain in the memory for a long t ime.
Thes kaleidoscopic scenes tend to r elieve
the monotony of life, to make living a more

B

interesting process.
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Annual Literary Contest Judges

Miss Winnie Neely

Mr. Kevin Guinagh

"The judges were not a little surprised
at the small number of students who competed for the prizes," announced Mr. Kevin
Guinagh, head of the Foreign !_,anguage
department. who acted as chairman of the
judging committee for the Seventh Annual
Literary contest to be sponsored by the

Miss Emma Reinhardt

News. "In a number of cases the piece~c;
gave evidence of hasty composition.
"Of all the work submitted," h€ further
commented, "the poems gave evidence of
more skill and effort than the prose. Members of the committee were quite unanimous in their selections."

Detnocracy at the Crossroads
Recommended Essay-By Edward Weir

A

MAD MAN with a tooth-brush
mustache and blood on his lmnds
reels across the stage of Europe;
leers and jabbers and snarls; incites half
a continent to a barbarism unprecedent~d
in modern history. He murders and thieves
and tramples the souls of innocent people
beneath his iron-shod foe-et. He thumbs his
nose at every written and unwritten law.
Nothing is sacred to his insatiable thirst
for power.
M€anwhile, the Democracies of tile world
look on in impotent horror, awaiting t he
day when man's sublime dream of peace
and freedom shall become an empty m ockery. England and France, once bulwarks
of Democracy, have beat a hasty, disgraceful r·etreat before the oncoming juggernaut of Dictatorship. As Germany and
her lesser satellites have been unscrupulous
in the lust for power, so bave England ancl.
France been equally unscrur..ulous in trying to appease that lm;t and to avoid open
conflict. Ideals have been discarded for a
so-called "realistic policy."
In pursuar•ce of this policy, they have
laid innumerable sacrifices on the dictator's altar. They have abandoned friends
and incurr~d the coutempt of powerful
allies for his sake. They ha\·e bowed in
humble submi~sion to his every whim . Now,
they stand literally with their backs to th~
wall. France, torn by internal strife, is
herself in danger of dictatorship. She is
reduced to a second-ra!Je PO\l f'l' wit h
scarcely a dependable ally on tl:e continent. England builds bomb-proofs, distr'ibutes gas masks, ponders the problem of
her scai,tered empire, and waics.
Surely, these nations realize now th::!.t
their sacrifices have been in vain. I n spite

of Hitler's promises t.hat he will ask for
nothing more in Europe, he will not stop.
He cannot stop; his r egime is bullt on hate.
The moment he h esitates long enough to
allow that hate to cool, he is lost; and. he
knows it. While his f ollowers ent ertain
th emselves t emporarily with Jew~baiting,
Hitler la ughs up his sleeve as he plans his
n ext conquest.
p,erhaps still more dangerous to the
sanity of the world 1s the undergT-0und
campaign being carried on by Hit1er and
Mussolini to incit e open rebellion aig.a inst
the established order. Everywhere the
D emocracies exist go the emissaries of
hate with their inal'icious propaganda.
They poison friendships, create disorder.,
threaten the cultural and human achievements that yP-ars of' patient eni"l.eavor have
built up.
This is the condition of the world today
- a world of international anarchy- a
world on the verge of a new Dark Ages
when no tendBr beaut~ no ideal, no truth
will be safe from t he savagery of people
go;.1e stark, raving maa.
And where does the United States fit
into this picture? We are sitting comfortable in our easy chair behind our threethousand-mile ocean barrier, busily engaged in writing indignant but f utile notes
to Hirohito and Hitler and Mussolini.
We build up our army and navy and
make a graat furor concerning our friendship with South America in conference
each year. Heartily we inveigh against
the monstr~ities of totalitarianism and
preach the doctrines of Democracy. At
the same tlme we make a handsome profit
in war trade with Japan, Italy, and Germany.

Surprised W riters T ell of R oad to Success
"It was just luck," was
Joanna L~vitt's comm('nt on
her success as a poetess, as
determined by the judges·
selection of her sonnet for
the best literary achievement entered in the Lit~r 
ary Contest - making lier
the Grand Winner. "It was
my first attempt at \Hit1ng sonnets, although I
have written a few poems
before."
Miss Levitt, who is in her
junior year as a major m
English, received her education, from the seventh grade>
through high school, a1, the
Jacksonville School for the
Blind. Her work at Eastern has always been among
the best, in spite of her handicap. She was initiated into Kappa Delta Pi, national
honorary society, at its annual initiation banquet on
Tuesday night, Dece n1ber 14
She has not been a member of the Writers club, but
has confined her writing tc
her class work and to a few
items for her own pleasure

Miss Graham said she decided to write her short story
while at her home in Danville during Thanksgiving
vacation.
"I didn't have
anything else to do so I
wrote it up and then rewrote it two or three times,"
she st ated. "No, I am not
an English m a jor or a member of the Writers club; I
am on a two-year elementary course and I do not intend to change to a fouryear course. Two years seem
a long time. I want to get
out of school as soon as possible," Miss Graham vOncluded. She is just a fresn.man at Eastern.

Dorothy Graham, winner
of first place in the Short
tory division, entered tr.e
contest, "Because I :-ieeGL.d
the money," she said. w :·en
asked where she got t.i1e
idea for her story, she answered, "Out of the ini.n
air, where I get all my ide~
for the themes which I have
to write for my English

Delmar Nordquist, winner
of first place in the Art division, has been quite active
in the Art department since
coming to Eastern at the
beginning of the last sprin~
term. Last summer he took
the course offered by Mr
Paul Sargent in landscape
painting.
"All the training that J
had ever had in art before
coming here was what utile
they gave us in the gl·ade
schools at Mattoon," Ncrdquist stated. He ~-raduated
from the Ma ttoon H16h
school in 1937.
This fall he was elected
to head the Art club for the
year. Also, he has been
teaching an art class to a
group of CCC boys . When

Cla&Ses."

asked which one of his en-

tries he thought best, he answered, "The one with the
boats in the water, and so
forth- ." He did not know
which one had been selected by the judges for fir.st
place. The judges evidently
did not agree with him.
"Home-town boy ma kes
good."- Earl Olivet·, a gr aduate of Charleston High
school last spring, really
made good by winning first
in both the Book Review
and the Essay divisions. Although h e has not taken part
in an y writing activities at
EI, h e was co- editor and
chief of the CHS newspa per
He also contributed some t o
Charleston Courier
the
and telephoned a few s hort
news stories to the Decatur
Herald.
"I h ave been too busy to
write for the N ews or join
any activities, yet," he ans wered when his interviewer asked him why he wa:i'
not writing for the News .
"I thought tha t I would
get a good start in my school
work first."
His essay, De Best Bargains in de Vorld, was writt en from personal observation while visiting in Chicago each summer for the
past few years. "The Jews
are very interestinJ peoplt
to watch," h e comment£'d
His book r eview was writ ten
for an English class and revised for the contest.

Old Nose's Last Stor
(Continued from Page One)
skelter existence, he could never
down long enough to write a book.
He thought of a pipe and his fireplace
and a lot of good reading material at h
elbow. These should have been consolin
thoughts, but not to Old Nose.
All these things he thought about a.c; he
pe:::ked out a story of the city's intention.;
to replace its street cars with buses-probably his la.st story. Tomorrow-the youngster-with speed!
However, it turned out that this was
not to be his last story. For just as he
pulled the completed copy from his machine, a phone rang.
"Get this, Nose," said the C. E. without
looking up from his work.
"Yeah," said Old Nose as he lifted the
receiver.
The story came over the wire in swift,
na.sal jerks. Suddenly Old Nose started.
"What was that name again?" he asked
tensely.

A

ND WHEN the reply came, along
with an inquiry about his nearing
ability, Old Nose slumped to a chair
his face chalk-white. The receiver, held
in a h and that hung loosely oy hi3 side.
clattered on for a moment, as Old Nos
stared wide-eyed at nothing.
"Got it?" inquired the voice from the receiver; then louder- "Hey! Y' got it?"
Old Nose jumped, answered "yes," h un
up t he receiver, and returned slowly to hi
desk.
It was a long time and only after th
C. E. had urged him to hurry it up :.i bit,
that Old Nose began to peck hesitantly at
a story which appeared in the follo\\ing
morning's edition, beginning thus:
"Stephen c. Hawkins, son of Josep
"Nose" Hawkins, lately a reporter for the
Chronicle, met instant death late yester day afternoon as the roadster he was driving· crashed in to the locomotive of a fast
B. and A. passenger at the Lincoln Highway crossing, two miles east of Mohawk.
"
"Driving at a t errific speed . .

Freshman Contestants Show
Promising E nthusiasm
An interesting phenomenon of freshman
enthusiasm is apparent this year in the
Seventh Annual Literary contest sponsore
by the News, the results of wh~ch a pp
in this supplement. Of tne eighL w
placed with literary entries, five are frzs
m en; of the four first places, freshm.en
responsibl·e for three. Altogether, the
were forty-eight e ntries in the contest.
One may always say, after a thing is
ished, "It might have been bett~r.'" B
in this 'instance the News is happy to ha
encourag·ed the beginnin g of the hem
expression found in this supplem ent.

H ands of the People
Third Place in Poetry
Division
BY EDWARD WEIR
In the hands of the people
The rough, nail-pierced hands of the
people,
Rests a great pov:er,
And they know it not.
In the hands of the people
The hammer that builds is held.
The skyscrapers, the liner s, the museums and movie palaces, the
Taj Mahal. and the pyramids;
the smoking factories a nd the
h umming mach'inesAll t his is t he work of
T he hands of the people.
In the mighty h ands of the people
The gun that d estroys is h eld,
The gun that smears the life of
people redly over the face of
earth;
The gun th at mak·es a twisting,
smoking wreckage of things
the hands of the people have built.
In the calloused, bleeding hands
of the suffering peopl,r
Lies a great power
And they know it not.
When will the people awake?
When comes the end of the bleading
and sweating of the people ?
When w'ill the shackles be broken
And the vast world-throng raise up
its hands to the sky and mightily
shout"These are our hands,
Oh, Kings and Emperors,
Dictators and ProfiteersOur handsWhat can you do wi thont them ?"

